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0. Introduction 

The notion of a motif was first defined and studied by A. Grothendieck, 
and this paper is an attempt to understand some of the implications of 
his ideas for arithmetic. We will formulate a conjecture on the values 
at integer points of £-functions associated to motives. Conjectures due to 
Deligne and Beilinson express these values "modulo Q* multiples" in terms 
of archimedean period or regulator integrals. Our aim is to remove the Q* 
ambiguity by defining what are in fact Tamagawa numbers for motives. 
The essential technical tool for this is the Fontaine-Messing theory of p
adic cohomology. As evidence for our Tamagawa number conjecture, we 
show that it is compatible with isogeny, and we include strong results due 
to one of us (Kato) for the Riemann zeta function and for elliptic curves 
with complex multiplication. 

To recall how the Tamagawa numbers of algebraic groups are related 
to special values of £-functions, we consider the example SLn,Q· The 
Tamagawa number, which is 1 in this case, is defined to be the volume of 
the adelic points modulo global points 

SLn(Q)\ II 'SLn(Qp) = SLn(Q)\SLn(AQ) 
p~oo 

with respect to a canonical measure on SLn(AQ), the Tamagawa measure. 
To define this, choose an isomorphism ( det=highest exterior power) 

(0.1) det( sin ( Q)) £'! Q. 
Q 

Associated to this choice, one can define Haar measures Jlp on SLn(Qp) 
for p ~ oo, and a measure p. on SLn(AQ)· The product formula implies 
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that JJ is independent of the choice in (0.1). To actually do the calculation, 
note the strong approximation theorem gives 

JJ(SLn(Q)\SLn(AQ)) = JJoo(SLn(Z)\SLn(R) II JJp(SLn(Zp)) 
p<oo 

If (0.1) is chosen so detz(sln(Z)) ~ Z, the J.'p satisfy 

n 

JJp(SLn(Zp)) = II(1- p-i) 
i=2 

so the fact that the Tamagawa number is 1 is equivalent to 

n 

II ((i) = JJoo(SLn(Z)\SLn(R)) 
i=2 

where ( is the Riemann zeta function. 
We turn now to the case of a motif. Broadly speaking, a motif M is a 

sutiable direct factor of Hr(X, Z(n)) for some universal cohomlogy theory 
for smooth, complete varieties X. Suppose X is defined over Q, so one has 
an associated £-function L(M,s). Deligne and Beilinson have formulated 
conjectures shout the special value L(M, 0) (De2], (Bel]. To fix ideas, 
suppose M = Hr(X, Z(n)). We will always assume n ~ (r + 1)/2 (i.e., the 
weight of M ~ -1), but for purposes of this introduction let us assume M 
has weight < -2. The intermediate jacobian 

has a real structure given by invariants of conjugation acting simultaneously 
on the topological space X(C) and on the coefficients C. Moreover, the 
canonical identification 

defines a Q-structure on the tangent space Hr (X (C), C) j Fn Hr (X (C), C) 
to A(C). The choice of an isomorphism 

(0.2) 

thus determines a Haar measure w00 on A(C). In the cases considered by 
Deligne, A(R) is compact, and his conjecture reads 

L(M, 0) E w00 (A(R)) · Q, 
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i.e. L(M, 0) is a rational multiple of the volume of A(R). Deligne has also 
pointed out [De5] that Beilinson's conjectures can be formulated similarly. 
In the Beilinson case, A(R) is not compact, but the image of the regulator 
map on a suitable motivic cohomology group defines a subgroup one might 
call A(Z) C A(R). Then Beilinson conjectures that A(Z) C A(R) is discrete 
and co-compact, and 

L(M,O) E W00 (A(R)/A(Z)) · Q*. 

Notice that w00 depends up to a rational number on the non-canonical 
choice we made in (0.2), so the Q or Q* ambiguity appears necessary. (How
ever, when n > r, so pn Hr(X(C), C)= (0), a polarization on H'DR(X/Q) 
determines a preferred isomorphism (0.2).) We will define abelian groups 
A(Qp) for all p, with Haar measure Jl.p (depending in the expected way on 
the choice of (0.2)) such that for almost all p, 

Jl.p(A(Qp)) = Pp(M, 1), 

where (ignoring factors at bad primes) 

We also define (more precisely, we postulate) an abelian group A(Q) map
ping to all the A(Qp),p ~ oo. The properties we need essentially follow 
from Beilinson's conjectures for motivic cohomology, however, and one can 
hope that A(Q) is isomorphic to the relevant motivic cohomology (essen
tially H:J1 (X, Z(n)), although one has to be careful about bad fibres). The 
Tamagawa number is defined by 

Tam(M) = JJ( IT A(Qp)/A(Q)) 
p~oo 

Just as in the algebraic group case, this is canonically defined independent 
of any choices. Roughly speaking, the statement that Tam(M) is a rational 
number is equivalent to the Beilinson and Deligne conjectures. In fact, if 
the motivic cohomology term A(Q) is defined using a regular model of X 
over Z, then the Beilinson conjecture says L(M,O) E Jl.oo(A(R)/A(Q)) ·Q*. 
Since Jl.p(A(Qp)) = Lp(M, o)- 1 for almost all p, and since the Euler product 
expression for L( m, 0) converges in weights ~ -3, we get the assertion. 

Clearly it would be more elegant to work with the variety over Q rather 
than over Z. We do this, denoting the corresponding groups B(Qp) and 
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B(Q). One might think of A(Qp) = B(Zp) and A(Q) = B(Z). The quotient 
B(Qp)/A(Qp) must be discrete and should have rank equal to the order of 
local zero of Pp(M•(t), u) at u = 1. Unfortunately, our description of it 
relies on conjectural properties of motivic cohomology. We therefore prefer 
to emphasize the A-theory, where at least the local properties are actually 
proved. 

We define a group III(M), which we conjecture to be finite, and we 
propose a conjectural Tamagawa number formula 

Tam(M) = #H0 (Gal(Q/Q), M• ® Q/Z(l)). (#III(M))- 1 

which is precisely analogous to the formula of Ono [On2] for tori. We prove 
that the truth of this formula is isogeny invariant in a suitable sense. 

The outline of this paper is as follows. § 1 is a summary of some of 
the "linear algebra" associated to the rings Bcrys and BvR of Fontaine. 
§2 contains a comparison result between Fontaine-Messing theory and the 
Coates-Wiles homomorphism which is the key to results on the Riemann 
zeta function proved in §6. Strictly speaking this section could be posponed 
until after §4, but we have put it earlier because it gives some feeling for 
the deeper, non-formal aspects of the problem. §3 studies the cohomology 
of the local galois groups with values in the Tate module T associated to 
the motive. In particular, the subgroup A(Qp) = H](Qp, T) C H 1(Qp, T) 
which generalizes the notion of the image of the Qp-points of an abelian 
variety under the boundary map of the Kummer sequence, is introduced 
and the exponential map, which generalizes the p-adic exponential for a 
p-divisible group and enables us define the local Tamagawa measure, is 
defined. §4 is devoted to local volume calculations. It contains the proof 
that pp(A(Qp)) = Pp(M, 1) for almost all p, as well as a much more precise 
result for the motif Z(n) associated to the Riemann zeta function. 35 
contains the global conjectures. The main result here is the invariance of 
our conjecture under isogeny. Finally, §6 and 7 contain the arguments for 
the Riemann zeta function and for C M elliptic curves. 

Here, then, is a picture of the land of Tamagawa numbers. 

Motives 
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The reader should look at it closely. Anyone who perceives a larger "third 
oval" containing the other two and explaining their relation, must contact 
us immediately. 

We would like to thank Professors Deligne, Fontaine, J annsen, Messing, 
Perrin-Riou, and Soule for helpful conversations on subjects related to this 
paper. 

1. The rings Bcry1 and BvR 

The purpose of this section is to summarize properties of the ring Bcrys 

which we will use. Much of the discussion is for the convenience of the 
reader and duplicates material in [Fo] and [FM]. 

Let K be a complete characteristic 0 discrete valuation field with valua
tion ring A and residue field k = A/m perfect of characteristic p > 0. Let 
K be the algebraic closure of K, A = X the integral closure of A in K, and 
write An = A/pn A. 

Let Wn(At) be the ring of p-Witt vectors of length non At. Elements 
in Wn(At) are represented in Witt coordinates by n-tuples (ao, ... , an-d 
of elements of At. There is a surjective ring homomorphism 

(1.1) 

where a is any lifting of a. Define 

(1.2) 'I'Jn : Wn+l(Al)--> Wn(At), 

t?n(ao, ... , an)= (aj;, ... ,a~_ 1 ). 

One checks that 

(1.3) 

Let lim A be the multiplicative monoid which is the inverse limit of copies 
+--

of A under the p-th power map. Reduction mod p induces an isomorphism 

of multiplicative monoids, limA£'! R ~f lim At. Note that R is a ring. One 
+-- +--

can identify limWn(At) with W(R) = IimWn(R) where Vn : Wn+t(R) --> 
- +--~ v 

Wn(R) is the projection vn(ao, ... , an) = (ao, ... , an-t). The Teichmuller 
map [] :At -+ Wn(At) (resp. R-+ W(R)) is given by [a]= (a, 0, 0, ... , 0). 
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It is compatible with multiplication. The diagram 

R 
[ 1 

-----+ W(R) -----+ Wn(Al) 

(1.4) II en! 
lim A -----+ A -----+ 

commutes. Finally, Wand Wn have a frobenius operator I (induced by the 
p-th power operator on the argument ring when that ring has characteristic 
p). The image of 0 is the set of elements :z: in W ( R) such that I ( :z:) = xP. 

We will fix a generator c of Zp(l) with c ~r [1,(1 ,(2 , ••. ) E limA, where 
4--

(f+t = (;. It follows from (1.4) above that the image en of c in Wn(A 1 ) 

lies in 1 + Ker(en), and I( en)= e~. 
Following [FM), we define 

(limit with respect to maps Bn+t -+ Bn induced by 

to be the Wn(AI)-algebras obtained by adjoining divided powers to the 
ideals Ker(en) in a universal way compatible with the divided powers on 
the ideal (p). en extends to surjections 

(1.6) ( ) def 
en: Bn- An;Ker en = Jn 

~ def . 
eoo: Boo- A = hmAn -

(limit with respect to mod pn : An+t -+An)· 
The rings Bn are linked with the crystalline cohomology via the theorem 

of Fontaine and Messing [FM) 

(1.7) Bn ~ f((Spec(An))crys 1 Ocrys)· 

The frobenius I on Wn(Al) satisfies I(Ker(en)) C Ker(en)+(p), so there 
is an induced frobenius I on the divided envelope Bn. (This also follows 
directly from (1.7)). In addition, the Galois group G = Gal(I</K) acts on 
Bn. 
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For x E Jn, the divided power structure gives us for every N ~ 1 an ele
ment "YN(x) E Jn having all the natural properties of xN fN!. In particular, 
log(1 + x) E Jn is defined for n::; oo. We define 

(1.8) 

We can think oft as log([c]) in a certain W(R)-algebra. Note that f(tn) = 
p · tn. The assignments (n H tn; c H t give G-equivariant inclusions 

(1.9) 

Here is some further notation we will need: 

(1.10) 

J~] = r-th divided power of Jn (generated by products f1 "YN (xi) with 
L: Ni ~ r.) ' 

The completion Cp of ]{ is related to B;tys via 

(1.11) 

Writing Ko for the quotient field of W(k), one has 

(1.12) 

The above constructions also lead to exact sequences for r ~ 0 

(1.13) 

In a sense, Bcrys is the ring of all p-adic periods associated to varieties 
with good reduction at p. In order to consider also bad reduction primes, 
we need the larger ring 

(1.14) B+ - r B+ fJ[rJ DR-~ crys Q 
r 

B~R is a complete discrete valuation ring with residue field CP and maximal 
ideal generated by the image of the element t described above. We write 

(1.15) 

for the corresponding discretely valued field. As G-module, 

(1.15.1) 
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Also 

(1.16) 

Proposition 1.17. The following sequences are exact 

(1.17.1) 

where a(x) = (x,x) and f3(x,y) = x- y; 

(1.17.2) 

where o(x) = (x, x) and f3(x, y) = (x- f(x), x- y). 

Proof. We have Bfr~! n Bj)R = Qp by ([Fo], (4.12) and (4.13)). Also 

1 - I : Bcrys - Bcrys is surjective because Bcrys :::> J~1 . rr for r 2: 0, 
and 1 - p-r f : J~l - Bci.ys by ((FM], 2.1). It remains to prove that 
B f=l +B+ - B crys DR- DR· 

Lemma 1.17.3. Fix r 2: 1. Then Bj)R C t · Bj)R +{a E Bcrys I f(a) = 
pr. a}. 

Note the lemma implies rr · Bj)R C Bj)R + B£:;! as claimed. 

Proof of (1.17.3). The ring A C Cp is is defined in (1.6). Taking limits 

with respect to the p-th power map, we get lim A::::: lim A ::::: R so there is 
+-- +--

a Teichmuller map making the diagram 

~ [ 1 
limA~ Boo 
+--

1 1 
A ~cp 

commute. If a = (ao, ... ) E lim A satisfies ao E 1 + p · A, then (a) E 
+--

1 + ((p) + J00 ), so log([a]) E Boo is defined and maps to log(a0 ) E Cp. Also 
f(log([a])) = p ·log([a]), so 

f{log([a< 1>]) · ... ·log([a(r)])} = p' ·log([a<1>]) · ... ·log([a(r)]). 
I 

Since Cp is generated as a Qp-vector space by expressions log(a<1>) •...• 
log(a(r)), we find B6-y8 C JQ +{a E Bcrys I f(a) = p' ·a}. Since Bj)Rft · 
Bj)R ~ Bci.ys/ JQ, the lemma is proved. Q.E.D. 
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This completes the proof of Proposition (1.17). Q.E.D. 

Remarks 1.18. We will need to consider continuous Galois cohomology for 
sequences obtained from the sequences in (1.17) by tensoring with contin
uous representations on free Zp-modules offinite rank. For more about the 
topology on the rings Bcrys and BDR the reader is referred to [Fo]. Let us, 
however, at least sketch e.g. how one sees that the sequence ( 1.17 .1) leads to 
a long exact sequence of continuous cohomology. Since BDR = limrn BjjR 

--+ 
it will suffice to show the map Pn : (rn Btrys)f=l $ BjjR - rn BjjR ad-
mits a continuous (but not G-equivariant!) splitting. For this, one reduces 
easily to showing /3 : (rn B;}cy.)f=l - rn BjjR/ BjjR admits a continuous 
section. The group on the right has a subgroup V consisting of the image 
mod BjjR of the group V C (t-n BJ;ys)f=l of all expressions of the form 

(1.18.1) L ITlog([ai,i]). ri 
l~j~n i~j 

where aiJ = (a~jh=o,l,2, ... with a~j E 1 + p ·A and (a~i)P = (a~~ 1 ). Note 
that such an expression makes sense also in B[r~!. We have, with notation 
as above 

(ai•i] E 1 + pW(R) + Ker(e), 

so log([ai,j]) E p ·Boo+ ]00 • It follows that V C rnBoo- One sees 
easily that npmV = (0), and the pmV form a basis of neighborhoods of 
rn BjjR/ BjjR. Since V is separated, it is free over Zp so the surjection 
V- V splits. To check that a splitting of this map induces a continuous 
map 

en BjjRj BjjR = V ® Q-+ V ® Q C (rn B"iys)f=l 

it suffices to show that the p"'V -+ 0 in (rn Bci-ys)/=l, but this follows 
because pmt-n Boo -+ 0 in Bcrys as m - 00. 

2. The Coates-Wiles homomorphism 

and Fontaine-Messing theory 

The Coates-Wiles homomorphism has an important role in the local 
theory of Cyclotomic fields [Wa]. The aim of of this section is to derive 
a formula (2.1.1) describing the relation between the Coates-Wiles homo
morphism and the Fontaine-Messing theory of p-adic periods (FM]. The 
result will be used in §6 to study the Tamagawa number of the motif Z(r). 

For the remainder of this section, [( denotes an unramified finite exten
sion of Qp with ring of integrs 0 K. Let 

G = Gal(K((p"" )/I<) 
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be the Galois group of the p-cyclotomic extension, and let 

P = Gal(K((poo )ab / K((poo )) 

U = lim(Ox[(p .. ]*) -n 

where K((poo )ab is the maximal abelian extension of K((poo) and the lim is -taken with respect to the norms. We regard P and U as G-modules in the 
natural way. By the local class field theory, U is identified with the inertia 
subgroup of P. 

The Coates-Wiles homomorphism is a canonical continuous G-homo
morphism 

<Pew : U- K(r) =I< 0 Q(r) 

defined for r ~ 1. 
Next we denote the continuous Galois cohomology fl9(Gal(K /I<),) by 

H9(J(, ). Since 

P/U ~ Z = limZ/nZ -n 

with the trivial action of G, and since 

H9(G, Qp(r)) = (0) for q, r ~ 1 

we have for r ~ 1 

H 1(K,K(r)) ~ H0 (G,H 1(K((poo),K(r))) 
~ Homa(P,K(r)) ~ Homa(U,K(r)). 

We regard <Pew as an element of H 1(I<, K(r)) via these isomorphisms. 
The main result of this section is: 

Theorem 2.1. Let K be a finite unramified extension of Qp for p an 
odd prime, and take r ~ 1. Then the boundary map from {1.13) 

satisfies 
cr(a) = T(a ·<Pew )/(r- 1)! 

where T: H 1(1<, K(r))- H 1(K, Qp(r)) is the trace for K/Qp. In partic
ular, if K = Qp, we have 

(2.1.1) <Pew= (r- 1)! · 8"(1). 
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The above result will be deduced from an explicit reciprocity law for 
the motif Z(r) given in Theorem 2.6. Here we regard the classical explicit 
reciprocity law as the explicit reciprocity law for Z(1) or for Gm. We expect 
there will be explicit reciprocity laws for elliptic curves with C M. 

We now recall Coleman's definition of the Coates-Wiles homomorphism 
[Co2]. Consider the power series ring 

n = oK[[T]]; z = 1 +T. 

It will be convenient to regard n as the ring of functions on the formal 
multiplicative group Gm over OK with the canonical function z. Let for 
a E Zp 

Ua (resp. /, resp. cp) : n ~ n 
be the unique ring homomorphism characterized by the property that the 
restriction of Ua (resp. /, resp. cp) to OK is the identity map (resp. the 
frobenius of 0 K, resp. the frobenius of 0 K), and 

u4 (z) = z4 (resp. f(z) = zP, resp. cp(z) = z). 

Here 
oo n-1 

z4 = I)n!)-1 (II (a- i))(z- 1)" En. 
n=O i:O 

In other words, 0'4 comes from the a-th power map Gm ~ Gm. Since up 
and f are finite flat maps of degree p, there are norm and trace maps 

satisfying 

Np o up(x) = zP; 

NJ o f(x) = zP; 
Tp o up(x) = px; 

TJ o f(x) = px; 'r/x En. 

We define the action of G = Gal(Qp((pco )/Qp) on n as follows. The 
action of G on Zp{1) defines an isomorphism "' : G ~ z;. The action 
of ~~:- 1 (a) on n is by u4 • All the above operations on n commute with 
this G-action. Fix a generator 11 = ((p .. )n=0,1, ... for Zp(1). Define Pn : 
n -+ 0 K [(p") for n ~ 1 to be the unique 0 K homomorphism such that 
Pn(z) = (p"· Then Pn is also compatible with the G-action,and we have 
commutative diagrams 

<1p n n· N, 
R* n 

(2.1.1) 

p,. 1 lP,.+l Pn+ll lp,. 

OK[(p"+l] OK[(pn+l]* 
norm OK[(p .. ]*. OK[(pn+l] <...-.---+ 
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Theorem 2.2. (Coleman) There exists an isomorphism of G-modules 

u ~{a En: I NJ(a) =a}; u = lim Un 1-+ Uu 
+--

where Uu is characterized as the unique element of'R! such that 

for any n ~ 1. 

Write* 
00 

t = log(z) = L(-1)i- 1T fi; T = z- 1, 
i=1 

and consider the inclusion n C K[[t]] ~ K[[7"1]. Define the homomorphisms 
t/Jr : U- K (r ~ 0) by 

00 

log(gu) = ~ t/Jr(u)tr /r! E K[[t]]. 
n=1 

The map 
t/Jcw : U- K(r); u ...... t/Jr(u) ® ,/~r 

is compatible with the G-action and is independent of the choice of v gen
erating Zp(1). We call these maps Coates-Wiles homomorphisms 

Let 
n1 - I' r-.1 I nr-.1 un - /!!! untz p untz, 

n 

a free n module ofrank one with standard basis dzfz. Define 

~1 ~1 -1 Tp: On- On; Tp(h · dz/z) = p Tp(h) · dzfz. 

(Note Tp('R) c p'R.) We have 

(2.3) t/Jcw(u)/(r-1)! = Res(crdgu/Uu)®v0 r; for u E U, 

where Res is the residue for the field of normal power series K((t)). Since 
T = exp(t)- 1, we get 

(2.4) 

* The referee points out that there is a natural homomorphism v : n ._ 
n where R is as in §1 such that v(z) =e. Thus tin §2 =log(z) while tin 
§1 =log([v(z)]). For u = limun in U, v(gu) = (ak) with a1: = limu~:k. 
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We rewrite theorem (2.1) in the form of the explicit reciprocity law for 
the motif Z(r). Consider the cup product pairing 

n 

-+lim H 2(K((p" ), Z/pn(r + 1)) ® Q ~ Qp(r), 
+-

n 

where the inverse limits are taken with respect to the norm maps, and the 
last isomorphism is induced by the canonical isomorphism 

Theorem (2.1) is equivalent to the assertion for a E K and u E U that the 
above pairing sends 

(2.5) 

H TrK/Q. Res(acrdgu/Yu) ® v0 r. 

Here we denote the image of u in limH1(K((p" ), Z/pn(l)) under the canon-
+--

ical Kummer isomorphism K((p" )X f K((p" )xn ~ H1(K((p" ), Z/pn(l)) by 
the same letter u. 

In Theorem (2.6) below, we prove the mod pn version of this result 
for every n ~ 1. For this, we need an integral version of sequence (1.13), 
proved in ([FM) III, 1.1, and III 5.2). Write [x) for the integer part of a 
real number x, and define 

00 

c = c(r) = :L)r(p- 1)-1p-i); JJ:;l = {~ E JJ;;,ll /(~) E pr Boo} 
i:O 

Then the sequence 

(2.5.1) 

is exact. For m ~ c(r), let 

o~,m: C:h-+ H 1(K,Z/pn(r)) 

be the composite 

8 pm 
OK-+ H0(J<,Boo)- H 1(I<,p-clp(r))---+ 

H1(K, lp(r))- H 1(K, Z/pn(r)), 
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where{) is the boundary map from (2.5.1). Thus 

ar = p-m(Q ® ~ a~,m) 
n 

The explicit reciprocity law is the following: 

Theorem 2.6. Let K be an unramified finite extension o/Qp, and let n, 
v be as above. Then for r, n 2: 1 and m 2: c( r + 1), there is a commutative 
diagram 

OK X n,x 

(a: .... P.) 1 
H1(K, lfp"(r)) x H1(K((p• ), lfpn(l)) 

where 

-
1 £~ .... 

H 2(K((p• ), Zfpn(r + 1)) 

ll/ 

Zfpn(r) 

t:r (w) = pm Tr Res(CrTn(w)) ® v®r mod pn n,m - KfQp p · 

Note c(r+ 1) 2: c(r-1) 2: ordp((r-1)!) so the expression on the right is 
integral by (2.4). If r < p- 2, we can take m = 0 since c(p- 2) = 0. It is 
probable that the hypothesis on m in (2.6) can be weakened to m 2: c( r). 

Corollary 2.6.1. For u = (un)n E U, the lower paznng in the above 
diagram sends (8~,c(r)(a), un) to pc(r) · TrK/Qp Res(at-r · dguf9u) ® v®r 
mod pn. 

Note that the corollary is an easy consequence of the theorem. Indeed, 
(2.6) shows that the image of (o~,m(a), un) in lfpn(r) form 2: c(r + 1) is 
t:~,m(a · d(<p-n(gn))f<p-n(gn)). Since NJ(Yu) = 9u 1 Tj(dgu/9u) = dgu/Yu 
and hence r;(d(<p-n(gn))j<p-n(gn)) = dguf9u· We can replace m by c(r) 
by passing to the inverse limit. 

Note (2.1) is deduced from (2.6.1) as in (2.5). 
To prove (2.6), we must use some of the more difficult aspects of the 

theory of [FM]. We need the exact sequence of sheaves 

(2.7) 
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on the small syntomic site over Spec('R.) or that over Spec(OK[(p .. ]). Here 
~<;Y8 is defined so that ~;rys(X') for a syntomic scheme X' over X is 

the ring of global sections of the structural sheaf of the crystalline site on 
X'® ljpnz. If we denote by C2n the sheaf 

~n(X') = f(X' ® Z/pnz, ~), 

and by ~[1 C ~;rys the r-th divided power of the ideal 

Ker( czcrys -+ ~n) 

then ~(r) is defined by 

(The sheaf ~~) is not introduced in [FM) but the authors learned its 

definition from Fontaine and Messing. The exactness of (2.7) follows from 
[FM) III 1.1.) 

We also need the canonical homomorphism 

of [FM) III, 5. The maps a~ for various r have the following compatibility 
with the product structures, by the construction in op. cit.. Let c(r) be 
as above, and define a~,m = pm-c(r)a~ for m?: c(r). Then, if m ?: c(r), 
m'?: c(r'), and m + m'?: c(r + r'), we have 

r ( ) r ( ) _ r+r' ( ) an,m X • an' ,m' Y - an,m+m' xy 

for the products 
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Now consider the commutative diagram 

OK xxx 
(o,•)~-+o d&/& 

{}I 
R 

1 1 1 
H0(Spec('R.),,n, ~·) x H1(Spec('R.),,n, S!) - H1(Spec('R.),11n, O~ry•) 

= 

1P• 1P• 
H0(Spec( 0 K ((,. ]),11n, 0';1' - H1 (Spec(O K [(,. ]),11n, ~;ry•) 

= 
X 

j H1(Spec(OK((,. ]),11n, S!) 2 

1 
H1 (Spec(OK[(,.]),11n,~) · - H2(Spec(OK[(,• ]),11n, S~+l) 

X 

H1(Spec(OK[(,. ]),11n, S!) 

1 (cr~, ... cr~,0 ) ]. ... .... 
H1(K((,. ),Z/p"(r)) x H1(K((,. ),Z/p"(l)) - H2(K((,.),Z/p"(r+ 1)) 

1 
Z/p"(r) 

Here the vertical arrows of the square (1) (resp. (2)) are defined via the 
isomorphism 

([FMJ) and the first Chern class map 

[Gros] (resp. by the exact sequences 
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(2.11) 0-+ s~ -+ ~~) l-_cJ ~crys-+ 0 (i = r, r + 1)). 

In the diagram, m is any integer such that m 2: c(r + 1). The composite 
of all vertical arrows on the left-hand side is equal to 

(a, b) 1-t (o~,m(a), Pn(b)). 

Let 
c5~,m : fik-+ ljp"(r) 

be the composite of all vertical arrows on the right side. Now (2.6) is 
reduced to the 

Key Lemma 2.12. c5~ m = £~ m· . ' 

Proof. In the case r = 1 this interpretation of the usual explicit reci
procity law for Hilbert symbols via Fontaine-Messing theory was proven in 
[Ka]. We shall reduce (2.12) to this case. We extend c5~ m to a homomor-
~~ ' 

- ~1 
c5~,m : n'R -+ lp(r) 

defined as the inverse limit over i of 

(2.12.1) 

where p-1l1p(h · dz/z) = CTp(h} · dzjz. The compatibility of the homo
morphisms (2.12.1) with the reduction maps Z/p"+i+1(r)-+ lfpn+i(r) fol
lows because by (2.1.1), the injection "p";lfpn+i(r)-+ lfpn+i+ 1 (r) sends 
c5~+i,m((p-ll1p)i(w)) to 

c5n+i+l,m(C1p(P- 1l1p)i(w)) = P · c5~+i+l,m((p- 1 C1p)i+l(w)) 

Let 
6~ = p-m(Qp ® c5~,m): fik-+ Qp(r}, 

which is independent of m. The desired equation (2.12) follows from 

for w E fik. Using Lemmas 2.13 and 2.14 below, this formula in turn is 
reduced to the case r = 1 where it is proven in [Ka). 
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Lemma 2.13. Let e ~ 0 be a sufficiently large integer. Then: 
(i) c~ annihilates (zP" - IY. fik ® Q. 

(ii) Let r E 'R ® Q be such that 

e-1 

r = L(-l)i- 1(zP"- l)i/i mod (zP" -1r+1'R ® Q 
i=1 

Then if r;::: 2, the following diagram commutes 

1 1 

~1 
Lemma 2.14. If h : On ® Q -+ Qp(r) zs a Qp[G]-homomorphism 

annihilating (zP" -l)r-1fik ® Q, then h = 0. 

Note 6~ and w 1-+ TrK/Qp Res(rrT;(w)) are Qp[G]-homomorphisms. 
By (2.13) and by induction on r, the difference of these two annihilates 
(zP" - l)Ok ® Q. We first prove (2.13) with e = r + 2. (It will follow 
from (2.12) that the lemma is true with e = r.) We show that the image 
of (zP" -1)efik in H2 (Spec(Ch[(p"])•yn 1 ~+1 ) under the composition of 
right-hand vertical arrows from diagram (2.10) is zero, from which (2.13))(i) 
follows. 

Regard zP" as an element of H 0 (Spec(OK[(p" ]).yn, ~~yn ). It suffices 

to show there exists a homomorphism of sheaves on Spec(OK[(p .. J)•yn,..\: 
~~s -+ ~h'"+ 1) such that (1- p-r- 1 f) o ..\ is multiplication by (zP" - l)e 

on ~~rys. 

Let h = (zP" - 1)/(zP"- 1 
- l)'R, so (h) = Ker Pn· We regard h as a 

section of ~~1 ) on Spec(OK[(p .. ]),!ln· We have 

(p- 1 f)(zP" - 1) = (zP" - 1) · (p- 1 f)( h). 

This implies, for a local section X of o~rys and for e ;::: r + 1, we have 
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It follows, for e 2: r + 2, the sum 

00 

,\(x) ~f ~)P-r-1 f)'((zP" -1Yx) 
i=O 

is a finite sum and belongs to ~he) C ~!;+ 1). Clearly, 

Next, (2.13)(ii) follows from the commutative diagram 

Ok_ - H 2(Spec( 0 K [(p• ]), 11n, S~) 
O'~,m 

H 2(K((p" ), Z/pn(r)) -1 (e-1)!-y 1 (e-l)!·log(zP") 1(e-1)!·v 

a•+l 

~ H2(K((p .. ),ljpn(r+ 1)) 

form 2: c(r + 1). The commutativity of the left-hand square follows from 
the proof of (2.13)(i), and the right-hand square commutes because 

a:~ 0 (log(zP")) = 11 mod pn 
' 

[FM]. 
Finally, we prove (2.14). For i 2: 0, (zP"- l)ifik ® Q is stable under the 

action of G, and there exists an isomorphism of K[G]-modules 

K[lfpnl(l)](i + 1) ~ (zP"- l)ifik/(zP"- l)i+lfik 
[av mod pn] ® v®i+l 1-> za(zP"- 1)' · dz/z (a E Z). 

Since the action of G on K[Z/pnZ(l)] factors through a finite quotient of 
G, we have 

HomQp[Gj(K[Z/pnZ(1))(i), Qp(r)) = (0) if i # r, 

which proves (2.14). 
This completes the proof of (2.6). Q.E.D. 
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3. H1 of local Galois representations 

In this section K denotes a finite extension of Qp. Given a motif Mover 
K, we need some p-adic space with a measure on it in order to construct 
the Tamagawa measure. In the example of an abelian variety A, this space 
is A(K), the space of K-p;oints of A, and it embeds in H1(I<, T) where 
T = limnA(K) is the Tate module, and the map is the inverse limit of -n 
boundary maps from exact sequences 

0- nA(K) ~ A(K) - A(K) - 0. 

We can interpret A(K) motivically as the group of extensions defined over 
K of the dual abelian variety A* by Gm, but we don't really understand 
the category of mixed motives well enough to say much about this group of 
extension when A is replaced by a more general motive M. On the other 
hand, the motivic interpretation ofT via etale cohomology generalizes eas
ily. Our problem becomes how to identify the subgroup A(K) C H1(K, T), 
together with theTamagawa measure on it, in some fashion which can be 
generalized to other motives. 

By using the rings Bcrys and Bvn of Fontaine as modified in [FM) (cf. 
§ 1) we shall define for any Z-module T of finite rank, with a continuous 
action of Gal( K / K), subgroups 

(3.1) H!(K,T) C H}(I<,T) C H:(K,T) C H 1 (I<,T) 

called the exponential part, the finite part, and the geometric part. In 
particular 

For the Tate module T of an abelian variety A, these three subgroups 
coincide and equal the image of A(K) in H1(K, T). As a consequence, we 
remark that for an abelian variety 

This group is needed to define III(A), the Tate-Shafarevich group, whose 
order enters into the Tamagawa number conjecture (equivalent by [Bll] 
to the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture) for A. When Tis the Tate 
module of a general motif, the groups 

(3.4) H!(I<,T) and H1(K,T®Q/Z)/H!(K,T)®Q/Z (* = e,f,g) 
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will play analogous roles. 
We shall also prove a duality result (3.8) for these groups, generalizing 

Tate duality 

A(K) ~ Pontryagin dual of H 1(K,A*(K)). 

The notion of the motivic part of H 1 has been considered independently 
by a number of other authors. 

Let k be the residue field of K, and let K0 be the quotient field of the 
Witt vectors W(k). I<o C K is the maximum unramified subfield of K. 
For a finite dimensional Qp-vector space V endowed with a continuous 
Gal(K, K)-action, Fontaine defines 

( ) ( ) de/ o( ) ( ) de/ o( 3.5 Crys V = H K,Bcrys ® V; DR V = H K,BDn ® V). 

Then Crys(V) is a Ko-vector space with a frobenius 

f =(!on Bcrya) ® (id. on V). 

On the other hand, DR(V) is a K-vector space with a decreasing filtration 

(3.6) DR(V); = H 0(K,Bbn ® V} (i E Z), 

and K ®x0 Crys(V) <-+ DR(V). One has ([Fo), (5.1)} 

dimx0 (Crys(V)) :$ dimx(DR(V)) :$ dimQ,(V). 

If dimx0 (Crys(V)) = dimQ.(V) (resp. if dimx(DR(V)) = dimq,(V)) V 
is said to be a crystalline (resp. a de Rham) representation of Gal(K/ K). 

For a prime number l and a Qp-vector space V of finite dimension en
dowed with a continuous action of Gal(K / K) we define Qt-subspaces 

(3.7) n;(I<, V) C H}(K, V) C Hi(K, V) C H 1(K, V) 

as follows. If l =fo p, let 

(3.7.1) { 
H!(K, V) = (0); n;(K, V) = H1(K, V); 

H}(K, V) = Ker(H1(K, V)-+ H 1(Knr, V)), 

where Knr is the maximal unramified extension of K. If l = p, let 

(3.7.2) { 
H!(J<, V) = Ker(H1(J<, V)-+ H1(K,B[:;i ® V)) 

H}(K, V) = Ker(H1(K, V)-+ H1(K,Bcrys ® V)) 

Hi(K, V) = Ker(H1(K, V)-+ H 1(I<, Bvn ® V)). 
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For a prime number i and a free Zt-module T of finite rank endowed with 
a continuous action of Gal( I< I K)-action, we define 
(3.7.3) 

H!(I<,T) d~ t- 1(H!(I<,T®Q)); t: H1(K,T)-+ H1(K,T®Q) 

(* = e,f,g). 

Thus H!(I<, T) always contains the torsion subgroup of H 1(K, T). If T 
is a free Z-rnodule of finite rank with continuous Gal( I< I J<)-action, let 
Tt = T ®z Zt. Define 

(3.7.4) H!(I<,T) d~ II H!(K,Tt) (* = e,/,g). 

The following remark is easily proved and gives some insight into the 
groups H!. Let V be as above, and let a E H 1(K, V). a corresponds to 
an extension 

0 ---+ V --. E ---+ Ql ---+ 0. 

Assume i =f p (resp. i = p, resp. i = p) and that Vis an unramified (resp. 
crystalline, resp. de Rham) representation. Then E is an unramified (resp. 
crystalline, resp. de Rham} representation if and only if a E Hj(I<, V} 
(resp. a E Hj(K, V}, resp. a E n;(K, V)). 

Proposition 3.8. Let f be a prime number, and let V {resp. T) be a 
finite-dimensional Qp-vector space (resp. free l-module of finite rank) with 
a continuous Galois action. Iff :::: p, we assume V {resp. T ® Q) is a de 
Rham representation. Let V* :::: Homqt(V, Qt) (resp.T* = Homzt(T, Zt)). 
Then in the perfect pairing 

resp. 

H1(J(, T) x H 1(K, T* ® Qtflt(l))-+ H2(/(, Qt/Zt(l)) ~ Qtflt, 

H!(I<, V) and Hj(K, V*(l)) {resp. H!(I<, T) and Hj(J<, T*(l) ® Qtflt) 
are the exact annihilators of each other. The same statement holds wzth e 
replaced by g and g by e and also when e and g are both replaced by f. 

Proof. The assertion for T follows easily from that for V. Further
rnore,the case if: p is easy, so we consider only the case of V with i = p. 
Recall (1.14) B"}jR C BDR is the discrete valuation ring. 
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Lemma 3.8.1. Let V be a de Rham representation ofGal(K / K). Then 
H1(/(, Bhn 0 V)-+ H1(K, BDR 0 V) is injective. 

Proof of 3.8.1. Consider the exact sequence 
(3.8.2) 

0-+ H 0 (I<,B"j,R 0 V)-+ H 1(K,BDR 0 V)-+ H 0(K, BDn/BhR 0 V). 

We have 

dimK(DR(V)) = dimK H 0(/(, BDR 0 V) 
$ dimK H 0(K, BhR 0 V) + dimK H 0(K, BDn/ B"j,R 0 V) 
(1) 

::; L dimK H0(K, Cp(i) 0 V) ::; dimQ.(V), 
(2) iEZ (3) 

where (2) follows from BbnfBiJA ~ Cp(i) (1.15.1), and (3) is a result of 
Tate [Ta2]. Since V is assumed de Rham, all these inequalities are in fact 
equalities. In particular, (1) is an equality, proving the lemma. Q.E.D. 

Remark 3.8.3. The same argument shows 

is injective for any i E Z and any j with 0 ::; j $ oo. 

Corollary 3.8.4 Let V be a de Rham representation as above. Then 
there is a commutative diagram of exact sequences: 

" fJ 0 -+H0(K, V) ---+ Crys(v)f=l E& DR(V)0 -+ DR(V) -H!(I<, V) -o 

~ n b~ n 
" ., 0 -H0(K, V) -+ Crys(V) E& DR(V)0 -+ Crys(V) E& DR(V) -H}(I\, V) -0 

Here Crys(V)f=l ={a E Crys(V) I f(a) =a}, a(x) = (x, x), (3(x, y) = 
X- y, and r(x,y) = (x- f(x),x- y). In particular, 

dimQ. H}(K, V) = dimQ.(DR(V)fDR(V)0 ) + dimQ. H0 (I<, V), 

and 
H}(K, V)/ n:(K, V) ~ Crys(V)/(1- f) Crys(V). 
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Proof. The exact sequences are obtained by tensoring the sequences 
(1.17) with V and taking Galois cohomology, using Lemma 3.8.1. 

We now consider the assertion of (3.8) for H}(I<, V) and H}(K, V*(1)) 
in the case l = p. First we show these two groups annihilate each other. 
Consider the commutative diagram 

Crys(V*(1)) E9 DR(V*(l)) - H 1(I<, V*{l)) 

(1) 1 (2) 1 
H1(K, Bcrya ® V ® V*(l)) E9 H 1(K, BDR ® V ® V*(1)) _:. H2(K, V ® V*(l)) 

1 

where {1) and (2) are given by cup product with an element a E H 1(K, V) 
and 6 and care the connecting maps of the exact sequences {1.17.2) ®V*(1) 
and (1.17.2)0V0 V*(l), respectively. If a E Hj(K, V), the map (1) is zero 
since (I) depends only on the image of a in H 1(K, Bcrys 0 V). It follows 
in this case that (2) is zero on the image H}(K, V*(1)) of 6. 

To see that Hj(K, V) and Hj(K, V*(l)) are exact annihilators, it is 
enough to show 

(3.8.5) dimQp H}(K, V) + dimQp H}(K, V*(l)) = dimQp H 1(K, V). 

Fontaine has shown in [Fo] that V de Rham implies V* (1) de Rham, so we 
can apply the dimension formula in (3.8.4) together with local duality to 
these two representations 

dimQp H}(K, V) + dimQ, H}(K, V*(l)) = dimQp(DR(V)/ DR(V)0 ) 

+ dimQp(DR(V*(1))/DR(V*(1))0 ) + dimQp H 0(I<, V) + dimqp H 2(K, V). 

One knows 

I:( -l)i dimQp Hi(K, V) = -[K : Qp] dimQP V ([Se],II(5.7)) 

dimK DR(V)0 + dimK DR(V*(1))0 = dimK DR(V) [Fo] 

The desired equation (3.8.5) follows. Finally we prove the assertion of 
(3.8) for the groups H{(K,V) and Hj(K,V•(l)) when l = p. Consider 
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the commutative diagram 
(3.8.6) 

357 

H 1(K, V) x DR(V"(l)) ~ H 1(K, V) x H 1(K, V"(l)) 

1 1 
u t 

H 1(K, BoR 0 V) x DR(V"(l)) -+ H 1(K, BoR(l)) -

where 6 and c are connecting homomorphisms of the exact sequences ( 1.17 .1) 
®V"(1) and (1.17.1)xQp(1) respectively, and U is the cup product. Simple 
manipulations reduce us to showing that the composition c o U along the 
bottom is a perfect pairing. 

To this end, recall we have defined (1.8) an element t E B[;;f whose 
image in B'tm generates the maximal ideal and on which Galois acts via the 
cyclotomic character. Multiplication by t therefore identifies the sequence 
obtained from (1.17.1) by tensoring with Qp(1) with the top line of the 
following diagram, where all maps are the natural ones: 
(3.8.7) 
0 -Qp(1)-

II 

BJ-p Bl crys ED DR 

u 
-BDR-o 

u 
0- Qp(1)- (Bfr~fnBbR)EDB1R- BbR- 0 

II lprl 1 
BJ-p n n+ crys DR 

We will show the analogous pairing 
(3.8.8) 

- cp -o. 

H 1(K,Cp ® V) x H 0 (K,Cp ® V*) ~ H1(K,Cp) _: H 2(K,Qp(1) ~ Qp 

is perfect, where r is defined using the bottom row of (3.8.7). Assuming 
this for a moment, to see that the bottom line of (3.8.6) is perfect we tensor 
(3.8.7) with V and v• and identify DR(V"(1)) ~ DR(V*) (with a shift of 
Hodge filtration) via multiplication by t. The pairing 

H 1(K, BbR ® V) x DR(V"(l))-1 - H 2(K, Qp(l)) ~ Qp 

II 
DR(V*)0 

then factors through (3.8.8). Since, by (3.8.1), DR(V*)0 - H 0(I<, Cp ® 
V*), it follows that any element in H 1(K, B"bR ® V) which is orthogonal 
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to DR(V"(1))- 1 lies in H1(K,B1R ® V) ~ H1(K, BER ® V(1)). We 
can replace V by V(1) and iterate this argument to get the null space in 
H 1(K,BjjR ® V) contained in nH1(K,B}:>R ® V). Replacing V by V(n) 
for n > 0, we get a similar result for the part of the null space contained in 
H 1(K,B[m®V). But Bi>RfBij~ ~ Cp(i) and H 1(K,Cp®V(i)) = (0) for 
all but finitely many i. (Indeed, de Rham representations have a Hodge
Tate decomposition Cp ® V ~ Cp(ni) and by a result of Tate, H'(K, Cp(j)) 
has dimension 1 if j = 0 and i = 0 or 1, and is zero otherwise.) Using 
convergence properties of continuous cohomology, it follows that 

This implies that the null space in H1(K,BDR ® V) is trivial. The proof 
that the null space in DR(V") is trivial is similar, recalling that 

by (1.15.1). 
It remains to show the pairing (3.8.8) is perfect. Since V has a Hodge

Tate decomposition we reduce immediately to the case V = Qp(n). Both 
cohomology groups are trivial,and there is nothing to prove unless n = 0. 
Finally therefore, everything boils down to showing the boundary map -y : 
H 1(I<, Cp)-+ H 2(!<, Qp(l)) ~ QP is non-zero. Consider the commutative 
diagram 

o- Zp(l) limK" 
prl 

I(• - - -o -
II u u 

o- Zp(l) ----+ lim(l+pA)xp-" ----+ (l+pA)x -----. 0 -l log() l log l 
0- Qp(1) - nJ-p n+ crys n DR -----. Cp -----. 0. 

where A C K is the ring of integers, the inverse limits are with respect to 
the p-th power map, and logO denotes the log of the Teichmuller represen
tative (§1). If we identify H 1(K,Qp(l)) ~ (limK"/K*P")®Q, it follows -immediately that the boundary map 8: J( = H0 (1<, Cp)-+ H 1(K, Qp(l)) 
is the p-adic exponential. Thus, the composition 
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is cup product with exp(1). This is non-zero since the pairing 

is perfect. This completes the proof of (3.8). Q.E.D. 

Example 3.9. Consider the case V = Q,(r). By (3.8) and (3.8.4) we have 
the following table for the dimensions of n;(K, Q,(r)) for*= e, /,g. 

r n:(K, Q,(r)) lf/}(K, Q,(r)) 'Hi(K, Q,(r)) 'H 1(K, Qp(r)) 
r<O 0 0 0 [I<: Qp] 
r=O 0 1 1 [I< : Ql'] + 1 

=1 [K: Qp] [K: Qp} [K: Qp] + 1 [I<: Qp] + 1 
r>1 [K: Qp] [K: Qp] [K: Q~'] [K: Qp] 

For r = 0, H}(K,Q,) C Hom(Gal{K/K),Qp) are the unramified homo
morphisms. For r = 1, H}(K, Q,(1)) is the image of the exponential map 

The following exponential map plays an important role in later sections. 

Definition 3.10. Let V be a de Rham representation of Gal(K/K). We 
define the exponential map 

DR(V)/DR(V)0 ..,.. Hi(K, V) 

to be the connecting homomorphism in (3.8.4). It is surjective with kernel 
Crys(V)f=l / H 0(/(, V). 

Example 3.10.1. Let G be a commutative formal Lie group of finite height 
over OK. Write T for the p-adic Tate module of G, and let V = T ® Q. 
Then V is a de Rham representation, and DR(V)J DR(V)0 is identified 
with the tangent space of GK ([Fo],§6). We claim that the expenential 
map (3.10) coincides with the classical one, i.e. that the following diagram 
commutes; 

exp 
--+ G(OK)®Q 

18 
DR(V)/DR(V)0 ~ H 1(K, V), 
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where the upper (resp. lower) exp is the exponential map in the classical 
sense (resp. in (3.10)), and 8 is defined by the boundary maps of the 
Kummer sequences (A= integral closure of OK) 

, .. 
0-+ TfpnT-+ G(A)-+ G(A)-+ 0. 

To see this, for x E T*(1), consider the commutative diagram of exact 
sequences 

o- T - limG(A) - G(A) -o +-

lx lx lx 
o- z,(1) - limA X - AX -o 

+-

1 llog[ ] llog 
0---+ Q,(1)---+ B!:;fnBj>R---+ c, ---+ 0 

II r r 
0- Q,(1) - B!r~:(l) ---+ (BDR/Bf>R)(1) ---+ 0. 

(Note x corresponds to a homomorphism G -+ Gm defined over A.) We 
get, therefo,re, a map 

T"'(l)-+ Hom("top sequence", "bottom sequence"). 

i.e., a map "top sequence"-+ "bottom sequence"®T( -1). Taking cohomol
ogy yields a commutative square 

8 -
By the construction, the left vertical arrow of this diagram is the classical 
logarithm when we identify DR(V)/ DR(V)0 with the tangent space of GK. 
This proves (3.10.2) commutative. 

It follows from (3.8.4) and the duality (3.8) that in this case 

H}(K, V) = n:(I<, V); rank Hom(Gm,G) = dimQp Hi(K, V)/H}(I<, V). 
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Example 3.11. Let A be an abelian variety over K. Write T = TITt for 
the (total) Tate module. Then V, is a de Rham representation [Fo] and 
the diagram 

(3.11.1) 

tan(A) 

lll 

exp 
---+ A(K)®Q 

111 a 

commutes, with tan(A) the tangent space of A at the origin, upper exp 
the classical one, lower exp as in (3.10), and a from the Kummer sequence. 
Moreover, 

(3.11.2) n;(K,T) = H}(K,T) = H:(K,T). 

Indeed, for (3.11.1), we can replace K by a finite extension so the Neron 
model has semi-stable reduction and then apply the previous example. For 
(3.11.2), it suffices by duality to show one of the equalities, e.g. Hi = H}, 
and we may replace T by V. The p-part follows from (3.8.4) because 
Crys(V)f=l = (0). Indeed, the piece of Crys(V) of slope 0 can be identified 
with a part of the Weil cohomology of the abelian variety quotient of the 
special fibre, and the frobenius has no eigenvalues 1 by the Weil conjectures. 
For the non p-part, it suffices to note 

because A(K) has no divisible elements. 

4. Volumes and £-functions; the local situation 

In this section, we consider a relation between local £-functions and 
measures on Galois cohomology groups. We denote by K a finite extension 
of Qp, by Knr the maximal unramified extension of K, and by K0 the 
maximal unramified subfield of Kover Qp. 

For a prime number I. and a Qt-vector space V of finite dimension en
dowed with a continuous action of Gal(K / K), put 

{ 
detq (1- fKu: H0(Knr 1 V)) E Qt[u] if I. =f:. p 

P(V,u) = • 
detK0 {1- fKu: Crys(V)) E Ko[u] if I.= p 
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Here if£ :f:. p, fK denotes the action of an element of Gal( I< I I<) which acts 
on Zt( -1) by plKo:QPJ. If l = p, fK denotes the Ko-linear map f[Ko QPJ. 

We call P(V, u)-1 the local £-function attached to V. The aim of this 
section is to prove Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 below. 

Theorem 4.1. Let l and V be as above, and assume P(V, 1) :f:. 0. 
(i) Assume£ :f:. p. Then (0) = H!(I<, V) = H}(I<, V). If V is unramified 

and Tis a Gai(I<II<)-stable Zt-sublattice in V, then 

#H}(I<, T) = IP(V, 1)li1 

where lit is the normalized absolute value on Qt. 
(ii) Assume £ = p and V is a de Rham representation. Then 

DR(V)IDR(V)0 ~ H;(I<, V) = H}(K, V) 

(iii) Assume £ = p, I< is unramified over Qp, V zs a crystalline representa
tion, and the following conditions (*) holds: 
(*) There exists i ~ 0 and j 2: 1 with j - i < p such that DR(V); = 
DR(V) and DR(V)i = (0). 
Let DC Crys(V) = DR(V) be a strongly davzsible lattice {i.e., a finitely 
generated OK-submodule of DR(V) such that 

LetT C V be the Galozs stable sublattice constructed from D in[FL] (cf. 
below for a review). Then 

JJ(H}(I<, T)) = IP(V, 1)1;1 

where J.l is the Haar measure of H}(I<, V) induced from the Haar measure 
of D I D0 having total measure 1 via the exponential map. Here I IP is the 
absolute value on K = I<o such that IPip = p- 1 . 

Theorem 4.2. Let I< be an unramified finite extenswn of Qp, p an 
odd prime, and let r 2: 2. Consider the Haar measure J.' on H 1(I<, l(r)) 
induced by the canonical Haar measure on I< vza the exponentzal map 

exp: I<-+ H1(J<,Z(r)) ® Q. -
Then 
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where q is the order of the residue field of K and I lx is the normalized 
absolute value of K. 

Parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4.1 are straightforward, using the fact 
that Hj(Tt) is the coinvariants of frobenius for an unramified representa
tion when l f:. p, and H}(Vp)/ Hi(Vp) has rank equal to the Ko-rank of 
Crys(V,)f=l by (3.8.4). Note this latter group is zero since P(V,l) f:. 0. 
The proof of (iii) is more delicate. It depends on the theory of Fontaine
Laffaille [FL) reviewed below. 

A filtered Dieudonne module over Ox is an Ox-module D of finite type 
endowed with: 
(a) a decreasing filtration (di)ieZ where the Di are direct factors of D; 
(b) a family of frobenius linear maps /; : Di - D satisfying 

Di = D for i < < 0; Di = (0) for i > > 0, 

liiD•+l = p · li+l for any i, 

D = Lh(Di). 
iEZ 

The important and somewhat surprising fact is that the category of filtred 
Dieudonne modules over Ox is abelian. 

To a filtered Dieudonne module D satisfying the conditioned 

(*) 3i,j E Z such that Di = D,Di = (0), and j- i < p, 

one can associated naturally a Zp-module T(D) of finite type endowed 
with a continuous action of Gal( K / K), as follows. (The definition ofT( D) 
introduced here is the modified one of Fontaine-Messing (FM), and differs 
slightly from the original definition in [FL), but the results of that paper 
used below continue to hold with the same proofs.) 

If D 1 = {0) and D 2-P = D, let 

T(D) = Ker{l- I: Fil0 (Boo ®ox D)- Boo ®ox D). 

Here 

and I is the unique homomorphism such that 

l(x ® y) =p-i l(x) ® 1-;(y); 0 ~ i < p,x E Jg}, y E v-i. 
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(Note f(JJ:l) C p' Boo for i < p [FM].) To handle shifts in the filtration, 
define the Tate twist D(r) for r E Z by 

Then, more generally for a filtered Dieudonne module D satisfying the 
condition (*), take r E Z such that (D(r))1 = (0) and (D(r))2-P = D(r)· 
Define 

T(D) = T(D(r))( -r), 

where the ( -r) is the Tate twist as a galois module. Then T(D) is inde
pendent of the choice of r as above. Indeed, if r, r' E Z satisfy the above 
condition and r :::; r', the map from T(D) defined using r to T(D) defined 
using r' given by z: f-+ w'-rz:) ®t®(r-r') with t as in (1.8) is bijective. 

Theorem 4.3. (Fontaine-Laffaille) The functor D f-+ T(D) is exact 
and fully faithful for D's satisfying (*) with fixed i and j. It commutes 
with Tate twists and preserves ranks as well as lengths for objects of finite 
length. Moreover, T(D) ® Q is a crystalline representation of Gai(K/I<) 
and the canonical map Bcrys ®zP T(D) --. Bcrys ®ox D zs a bijectzon whose 
inverse induces and isomorphism 

D ®ox I< ~ Crys(T(D) ® Q) = DR(T(D) ® Q) 

which preserves the frobenius filtrations. (Here the frobenius on D ® [( 
means pi f; for i ~ 0. This is independent of i.) 

Theorem 4.l(iii) follows from Lemma 4.5 below. 

Lemma 4.4. For a filtered Dieudonne module D, let 

h0(D) = Ker(l- fo: D0 --. D),h1(D) = Coker(l- fo: D0 - D) 

h'(D) = (0) fori;:: 2. 

Let lFD be the "unit filtered Dieudonne module" defined by 

. {Ox 
(lFD)' = O 

fori:::; 0 
fori> 0 

and f; on (lFD )' fori:::; 0 is p-i times the usual frobenius. Then 

h'(D) ~ Exf(lFD,D) for all i. 
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Proof. The family { hih>o is a cohomological functor and we see easily 
that H0(D) ~ Hom(1Fv, D). To prove the lemma, it therefore suffices to 
show that h1 is effacable, i.e that for any D and any x E h1(D), there 
exists an injection D ~ E such that the image of x in h1(E) is zero. Take 
a representative xED of x E D/(1- fo)D0 , and define E by 

E = D $OK, Ei = Di fori> 0; Ei = Di $ OK(x, 1) fori :S 0, 

fi(x, 1) = p-i(O, 1) fori~ 0. 

Then we have an exact sequence 0 -+ D -+ E -+ 1FD -+ 0, and the 
boundary map h0(1Fv) -+ h1(D) sends 1 to x. Hence x dies in h1(E), 
proving the lemma. 

Lemma 4.5. Let D be a filtered Dieudonne module. Assume there exist 
i ~ 0 and j ~ 1 such that j- i < p, Di = D, and Di = (0), i.e. that D 
and 1FD satisfy condition(*) above for common i and j. LetT= T(D), 
V = T ® Q, and consider the canonical maps 

Then 
(a) 80 is an isomorphism and 81 is an injection. 
(b) We have a commutative diagram with exact rows 

1-/o -
0 ...... H 0 (K, V) -Crys(V) e DR(V)0 Crys(V) e DR(V) ...... H 1 (K, V) 

where a(x) = (:z:,:z:), b(x) = (:z:,O) with the identification 

D ® Q = Crys(V) = DR(V), 

and the lower row is that of (9.8.4). In particular, 81 induces an isomor
phism 

h1(D) ® Q ~ H:(I<, V), 

and exp: DR(V)/ DR(V)0 -+ H1(K, V) coincides with the composite 
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(c) If, moreover, D is torsion free, then fh induces an isomorphism 

Proof. The assertions in (a) are a formal consequence of the full faith
fulness in (4.3). Let r be such that (D(r))1 = (0) and (D(r))2-P = D(r)· 
There is a commutative diagram 

Boo® D(r) ® Q,( -r) -o 
16 

0 - V - (Bcrys ® V) $ (B'jjR ® V) - (Bcrys ® V) $ (BDR ® V) -o, 

with c = (1 -f)® id. (Surjectivity of c follows from {FM} (2.3}, and 
the lower line is {1.17.2)®V.) The assertions in (b) are straightforward 
from this. Finally, (c) is equrvalent to showing the cokernel of h1(D) -
H 1 (I<, T) is torsion free. This follows from the diagram 

-p 

We turn now to the proof of Theorem -/.2. The non-p-part is easy, so we 
consider only the p-part. It is convenient to work in the derived category 
C of the category of abelian groups. For a morphism h : X - Y in C such 
that the kernel and cokernel of Hi(h) : Hi(X) - Hi(Y) are zero for almost 
all i, and are finite for all i, write 

(4.6) x(h) = Il(#(Coker Hi(h)). #(KerH'(h))- 1)(-l)i. 

iEZ 

For an object X ofC such that Hi(X) is zero for almost all i and finite for 
all i, write 

Let C' be the category obtained from C by inverting morphisms in C satisfy
ing the above condition for h. For objects X, Y of C, we write X - Y for a 
morphism in C and X--- - Y for a morphism in C'. Note the definition 
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of x(h) extends naturally to any isomorphism inC'. With these notations 
we have 

(4.6.1) 
JJ(H 1(K, lp(r))). #(H0(K, Qp/Zp(1- r)))- 1 

= JJ(H 1(K,Zp(r))) ·IT #(Hi(K,Zp(r)))(- 1)' Tate dualzty 
i;t1 

Our aim is to prove this number is equal to 

11- q-rl; 1 ·l(r- 1)!1K· 

LetG = Gai(K((poo)/K), P = Gai(K((poo)06 /K((poo)), U = limOK[(p"]x 
. -as in §2. Consider the morphisms 

Rf(K, Zp(r))[1] = Rf(G, Rf(K((poo ), Zp(r)))[1) 

~ Rf(G, Hom(P, lp(r))) 
b 

-+ Rf(G, Hom(U,lp(r))) 

--~ Rf(G, Hom(OK[[G)], lp(r))) = Homz,(OK, lp(r)), 

where a is defined because 

q=O 
q=1 

q ~ 2, 

and x(a) = x(Rf(G, lp(r))). Also b is defined by the inclusion U c P, so 

x(b) = x(Rf(G, Hom(P/U, Zp(r))))- 1 = x(Rf(G, Zp(r)))- 1• 

Finally, c is defined by an exact sequence of Coleman {Co] 

(4.7) 0-+ Zp(1)-+ U':!!. OK[[GJ)-+ Zp(1)-+ 0 

where U' is the pro-p part of U (U /U' ~ F: ), so x(c) = 1. Here <p(u) E 
OK[[G]] for u E U' is charactenzed by (1- p-1 f) log(gu) = <p(u)z. (In 
{Co}, Coleman considers the case K = Qp, but the exact sequence (4. 7) 
holds for any unramified finite extension K of Qp with the same proof.) 
Consequently, the number (4.6.1} equals 

x(c o boa o exp: OK--- -+ Homz,(OK, Zp(r))). 
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CLAIM 4.8: The map cob o a o exp coincides with the map 

K- Homqp(K,Qp(r)) 

X H {y H (r- 1)!-1 TrK/Qp((1- p-r /)(x) · (1- pr- 1 /)-1(y)) ® v®r} 

where v is the fi~ed generator of Zp(1). Note this will confirm that 

x(c o boa o exp) = 11- q-rl; 1 ·l(r- l)!IK 

and complete the proof of (4.2). Q.E.D. 

To justify the claim, we use the main result (2.1) from §2, that the 
boundary map{): K- H 1(K, Qp(r)) from the Fontaine-Messing sequence 

is given by 

{4.8.1) 

It follows from the description of exp given in ( 4.5)(b) that 

( 4.8.2) exp = {) o (1- p-r !). 

Also, writing ~~w(u) = ~r(u)®v0r we have by definition ~r(u) = (zd/dzt log(gu)l.=1 

with Uu as in (2.2). Using 

(zd/dz) of= pf o (zd/dz) 

and properties of Yu, we find 

(1- pr-1 f)¢l(u) = ((zdjdzt(1- p- 1 /) log(gu))lz=1 

= ((zdjdzt<p(u)z)lz=l = Kr(<p(u)). 

Here Kr : OK[[G]]- OK is the OK-algebra homomorphism extending the 
character G- z; given by the action of G on Zp(r). Thus 

(4.8.3) 

The claim follows by combining (4.8.1), (4.8.2), and (4.8.3). 
This completes the proof of ( 4.2). 
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5. Global conjectures 

In this section we formulate our conjecture (5.15) for special values of 
Hasse £-functions. After some discussion of H 1 of global Galois repre
sentations, we consider Tamagawa measures, Tamagawa numbers, and the 
conjectural Tamagawa number formula. Compatibility of the conjecture 
with isogeny is proven in (5.14), and a geometric analog is demonstrated 
in (5.21). 

In what follows, A, = Z ® Q denotes the ring of finite adeles of Q. 
We first discuss global versions of the finite and geometric parts of H 1• 

K denotes a finite extension of Q, and OK denotes the ring of integers of 
K. For a place v of K, Kv will be the completion of K at v. 

Definition 5.1. Let A = Zt, Ql, Z, or A 1, and let T be a free A-module of 
finite rank endowed with a continuous A-linear action of Gal( K / K). For a 
non-empty open set U C Spec(OK), we define H},u(K,T) C H1(K,T) to 
be the set of cohomolmogy classes whose images in H1(Kv, T) belong to 
H}(Kv, T) (resp. to Hi(Kv, T)) for any finite place v E U (resp. v ~ U). 
We define 

Hi(I<,T) = ~H},u(K, T). 
u 

If A= lt, and if Tis unramified on U and i ~ U, we regard H),u(K, T) 
as a sub-Zt-module of H1(U, T) =lim H1(Uet 1 Tfi"T). 

+--
To give some feeling for these groups, we formulate a conjecture relating 

H},u• Hi, and K-theory. Let X be a smooth proper scheme over K. Fix 
m,r E Z, and let 

W = { grr(I<2r-m-1(X) ® Q) if m =f;2r- 1 

(CH"(X) ® Q)homologically .... o if m = 2r- 1 

where gr is taken with respect to the ')'-filtration [Bel], and "hom ,...., 0" 
denotes the subgroup of cycles homologically equivalent to 0. 

Beilinson [op. cit.] has conjectured that if m =f; 2r- 1, 2r - 2, and 
if X has proper regular model X over Z and ~ C W' denotes the image 
gr"(K2r-m-l(X)®Q) in W, then his regulator map induces an isomorphism 

Here XR =X xqR, Fil is the Hodge filtration on the de Rham cohomology, 
X(C) is the set of C-points of X as a Q-scheme, endowed with the natural 
topology, and ( )+ is the Gal(C/R)-fixed part, with Gal(C/R) acting on 
both X(C) and R(21ri)". 
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We want to formulate a conjecture which will be analogous to Beilinson 's 
conjectures and also to Tate's conjecture 

Note there is a canonical homomorphism 

(5.2) 

Indeed, Soule [So] has constructed chern class maps 

K2r-m-1(X)-+ Hm+ 1(X,Z/nZ(r)) 

for the etale topology. A weight argument using the Weil conjectures shows 
K2m-m-1(X)-+ Hm+ 1(XK, AJ(r)) is zero if m =f. 2r-1, and the construc
tion of (5.2) follows using the spectral sequence 

The following conjecture was independently formulated in a slightly differ
ent form by J annsen. 

Conjecture 5.3. (i) The above homomorphzsm induces an zsomorphism 

(ii) For each non-empty open set U of Spec( OK), there exists a sub-Q
vector space <I>u C Ill characterized by the property 

via the isomorphism (i). 
(iii) If m =f. 2r- 1 and X has a proper regular model X over U, then <l>u 
coincides with the image of gr'"(K2r-m-l(X) ® Q) in Ill. If m = 2r- 1, 
then <l>u = Ill. 

This conjecture is true if X= Spec(K) and m = 0, r ;:=: 0 by Soule [So2]. 
In the case m = r = 1, the conjecture is equivalent to (5.4.1) or (5.4.2) 

below, applied to the Picard variety A of X. 

Proposition 5.4. Let A be an abelian variety or an algebraic torus 
over K, and let T be its Tate module. The Kummer sequences induce 
an injection A(K) 0 Z '-+ Hi(!<, T). This is an isomorphism when A 
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is a torus. If A is an abelian variety, the following two conditions are 
equivalent: 

(5.4.1) A(K) (8) Z ~ n;(I<,T); 

{5.4.2) The l-primary part III{A){l} of 

(A)= Ker(H1(K,A)-+ eH1{Kv,A)) 

is finite for alii. 

The proof is omitted. 

We next discuss a Galois representation with a de Rham structure a 
motivic pair which provides a good axiomatic foundation for our Tamagawa 
measures. From now on it will be convenient to take our base field to be 
Q. This simplifies definitions, and as usual one areduces to this case by 
Weil restriction of scalars, anyway. We write p for either a prime number 
or the real place, oo, of Q. For each p, we fix an embedding Q <---+ Qp. We 
write Vp = V ® Qp. 

Definition 5.5. A motivic pair {V, D) is a pair of finite dimensional Q
vector spaces with the following extra structure (i)-(iii) satisfying axioms 
{Pl)-(P4). 

(i) V (8) AJ has a continuous Arlinear galois action such that V C V (8) A, 
is stable under Gal(C/R) C Gal(Q/Q). 

(ii) D has a decreasing filtration (Di)ieZ by Q-subspaces such that Di = {0) 
for i ~ 0 and Di = D for i ~ 0. 

(iii) For p < oo we are given an isomorphism of Qp-vector spaces 

preserving filtrations. For p = oo, we are given an isomorphism of R-
vector spaces 

Ooo : Doo ~ (Voo ®a q+ 
Here Dp = D ® Qp, and DR( ) is defined with respect to the action 
of Gal(Qp/Q9 ). We denote the Gal(C/R) fixed part by ( )+, where the 
action of u E Gal(C/R) on V00 ®Cis u ® u. We shall regard the maps 
Op as being identifications. 

These data are subject to the following axioms: 

{Pl) There exists a non-empty open set U of Spec(Z) such tht for any 
p E U, Vt is unramified at p for l 'f. p and Vp is crystalline. 
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(P2) Let M be a Z-lattice in V and let L be a Z-lattice in D. Then 
there exists a finite set S of primes of Q ("bad primes") with oo E S and 
such that for all p ::/; S, Vp is a crystalline representaton of Gal(Qp/Qp), 
condition (*) in §4 is satisfied by the filtration on DR(V), L ® Zp is a 
strongly divisible lattice in Dp = Crys(Vp),and M®lp coincides with the 
Gal(Qp/Qp)-stable lattice in V, corresponding to L ® Zp via (5.5)(iii). 

(P3) Let p < oo, and let Pp(\ll, u) be the polynomial P(Vl, u) of §4, 
defined for the Gal(Q/Q)-module Vt. Then Pp(Vt, u) E Q[u] for alii and 
these polynomials are independent of l. 

(P4) If p < oo, there exists a Gal(Qp/Qp)-stable Z-lattice T C V ® 
AJ such that H 0(Qp,nr,T ® Qtflt) is divisible for almost alll. (This 
condition is easily seen to be independent of the choice ofT.) 

Definition 5.5.1. A motivic pair (V, D) has weights 5 w if for each p < oo, 
the polynomial Pp(V, u) has the form il(l- aiu) with lail5 pw/2 in C[u], 
and if D~ n V~ = (0) for i > w/2. 

Suppose (V, D) has weights :$ w, and S is a finite set of places of Q 
containing oo. The £-function Ls(V, s) is defined by 

Ls(V,s) =IT Pp(V,p-•)- 1 • 

pfS 

This product converges absolutely for Re(s) > w/2 + 1. 
Let (V, D) be a motivic pair with weights :$ -1. Fix a Z-lattice M in 

V such that M ® Z is Gal(Q/Q)-stable in V ® AJ· {Note Z-lattices in V 
are in one-to-one correspondence with Z-lattices in V ® A1, so there are 
many such M.) We define groups A(Qp) for p :$ oo associated toM, which 
are analogous to groups of Qp-rational points of a commutative algebraic 
group. Here the letter A is simply a notation. When (V, D) has weights 
5-3, we define the Tamagawa measure on ilp<oo A(Qp)· 
fud,~ -

(5.6) 

(The inclusion M ~ D00 ®R C is given by the identification D00 ®R C = 
V00 ®C.) We regard A(Qp) for p < oo as a compact group with the natural 
topology, and A(R) as a locally compact group. 

For p ~ oo, we have the exponential homomorphism 

(5.7) 
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which is a local isomorphism defined on a neighborhood of zero in Dp/ D~. 
Indeed, for p < oo, our hypothesis w ~ -1 implies Pp(V, 1) ':fi 0, so we 
know from (4.1)(ii) that 

exp: Dp/D~ ~ H}(Qp, V,) 

From (P3) and (P4), we easily see that 

A(Qp)/ H}(Qp, M ® Zp) ~II H0(Qp, M ® Qdlt) 
l:f.p 

is finite, so (5.7) is a local isomorphism as claimed. For p = oo, we define 
the exponential homomorphism to be the evident canonical map, which is 
defined on the total space D00 / D'/x,. 

Now assume the weights are~ -3. We define the Tamagawa measure 
on TI A(Qp) as follows. Fix an isomorphism 

For each p ~ oo this gives 

This trivialization of the determinant gives a Haar measure on the p-adic 
space Dp/D~ and hence a Haar measure J.lp,w on A(Qp) via the exponential 
map. By (4.1), for a sufficiently large finite setS of places of Q containing 
oo, we have for p ':fi S 

(5.8) J.lp,w(A(Qp)) = Pp(V, 1). 

Since the weights are~ -3, the product 

Ls(V, o)- 1 = II J.lp,w(A(Qp)) 
p~S 

converges, so the product measure J.l = Tip$oo l'p,w on Tip$oo A(Qp) is 
defined. Since for a E QX, l'p,aw = lalpJ.lp,w, the product formula implies 
that J.l is independent of the choice of w. 

Definition 5.9. J.l is the Tamagawa measure for the motivic pair (D, V). 

If we only assume the weights of (D, V) are ~ -1, we can define the 
Tamagawa measure J.l on TI A( Qp) if we assume Ls (V, s) can be analytically 
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continued to Re(s) > -& for some & > 0. Indeed, in this case, let r = 
ord,=o Ls(V, s), and define 

(5.9.1) JJ = I!~ sr Ls(V, s)- 11· 11 /Jp,w · 11 (Pp(V, 1)-1 /Jp,w)· 
pES •1/.S 

We hope that a motif over Q gives a motivic pair. Consider, for example, 
the pure motif Hm(X)(r) where X is a smooth, proper, (not necessarily 
geometrically connected) scheme over Q. Define 

V = Hm(X(C), Q((21riY); D = H'Dn(X/Q). 

By Artin's theorem, V ®A, ~ H;';(Xq,AJ )(r) whence the galois acton. 
The filtration on D is deduced fromt he Hodge filtration on H DR by 

Di ~ FW+i H'Dn(X/Q). 

The isomorphism 
Ooo : Doo ~ (C ®a Voo)+ 

is standard. The de Rham conjecture of Fontaine [Fo] for the scheme XQP 

for p < oo proved recently by Faltings [Fa] says that there exists a canonical 
isomorphism 

Ov: Dp ~ DR(Vp). 

The work of Fontaine and Messing shows that (V, D) has the properties 
(Pl), (P2). Moreover, (P3) holds for almost all p ([Del], [FM]), and (P3) 
and (P4) hold if m = 1. Thus (V, D) is a motivic pair if m = 1. Although 
(P1)-(P4) involve a number of unproven properties of motives, we will see 
in (5.15.2) below that it is possible to formulate a conjecture about the 
£-part of the Tamagawa number under much weaker assumptions. 

We now introduce the global points A(Q). Let (V, D) be a motivic pair of 
weights :::; -3, and assume that we are given a finite dimensional Q-vector 
space <I> endowed with an isomorphism of R-vector spaces 

and an isomorphism of Armodules 

Raal :<I>® A/ ~ H},spec(l)(Q, V ® A1 ). 

Fix a Z-lattice M in V such that M ® Z is galois stable in V ® A1 . Define 

A(Q) C H},spec(Z)(Q, M ®Z) to be the inverse image of Rga~(<I>). Note that 
A(Q) is a finitely generated abelilan group such that 

~ 1 ~ 

A(Q) ® l = HJ,Spec(z)(Q, M ® Z) and A(Q) ® Q = <I>. 
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Lemma 5.10. (i) A(Q)tor ~ H0(Q, M ® Qjl). 
(ii) A(Qp)tor ~ H 0 (Qp, M ® Qjl) for p ~ oo. 

Proof. Exercise 

Of course there are natural homomorphisms A(Q)-+ A(Qp) for p < oo, 
as well.as A(Q)-+ A(R)/A(R)cpt = Doo/(D~ + VJ). Here A(R)cpt denotes 
the maximal compact subgroup of A(R). (5.10)(ii) above for p = oo implies 
that A(Q)tor C A(R)tor1 so we can choose h : A(Q) -+ A(R) lifting the 
above map. (We expect, of course, that if (V, D, ~) comes from a motif, 
a canonical such lifting is given; but this is not necessary to define the 
Tamagawa number.) We define 

(5.11) Tam(M) = p((IT A(Qp))/A(Q)). 

Our hypotheses imply that the image of A(Q) in A(R)/A(R)cpt is discrete 
and co-compact, so Tam(M) is defined. 

When (V,D) is associated to the motive Hm(X)(r), the conjectures of 
Beilinson suggest that 

with Rgal given by the chern class map and Roo by the Beilinson regulator, 
has the required properties. If so, we say that the triple (V, D, ~) comes 
from the motive Hm(X)(r). 

Let (V, D, ~. M) be as above, and let A(Q) and A(Qp) be the corre
sponding groups. In order to formulate our Tamagawa number conjecture, 
we consider the map 

(5.12) 

Define 

(5.13) lll(M) = Ker(aM ). 

Proposition 5.14 (i) For any prime number l, the £-primary part 
III(M){l} is finite. 
(ii) Coker( O'M) is finite and is isomorphic to the Pontryagin dual of the 
finite group H0 (Q, M* ® Q/Z(l)), with M* = Hom(M, l). 
(iii) Assume III(M) is finite, and define x(M) E RX by 

x(M) = Tam(M) · #(III(M)) · #(H0 (Q, M* ® Q/Z(l)))- 1. 
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Then for any l-lattice M' C V such that M' ®l is galois stable in V ®AJ, 
we have III(M') also finite and x(M) = x(M'). 

Conjecture 5.15.(Tamagawa number conjecture) Assume the triple 
(V,D,<l)) comes from a motif. Let M be a l-lattice in V such that M ® Z 
is galois stable in V ® AJ. Then III(M) is finite, and 

rn (M) _ #(H0(Q, M* ® Q/Z(1))) 
~am - #(III( M)) . 

By (5.14), the validity of this conjecture is independent of the choice of 
M. If (V, D, <})) comes from Hm(X)(r), we can take 

M = Hm(X(C), Z(27rif)/ tors. 

However, when the motive is only the image of a projector, there is fre
quently no canonical choice for M so it is nice to have a conjecture which 
is "isogeny invariant". 

The conjecture can be rewritten to emphasize the role of the £-function 
(5.15.1) 

#(III(M)) 
Ls(V, 0) = #(HO(Q M• ® Q/Z(1)))Jloo,w(A(R)/A(Q))· II Jlp,w(A(Qp)) 

' pES-oo 

where S is sufficiently large (depending on w as well as (V, D, <}), M)). 

Remark 5.15.2. Suppose (V, D, <}), M) corresponds to Hm(X)(r) with 
m - 2r ~ -3 and X smooth and proper over Q. The problem of even 
defining the two sides of (5.15) involves difficult unsolved questions relating 
to global behavior at all primes. Such questions as finiteness of Ili(M) 
and axiom (P4) can be avoided if we are content to work modulo Z~) = 
{ ajbja, b E Z; f Jab}. Indeed, we can forget Vt• for f' :f: f, and we only need 
assume Pt(l't, 1) I= 0 and find<}) C grr(I<2r-m-1(X) ® Q) such that 

<}) ® R ~ Doo/(D~ + V~); 
<}) ® Qt ~ Ker(H1(Q, Vl)-+ H 1(Qt, Vt)/ H}(Qt, Vt) $II H 1(Qp, Vl)). 

p'¢l 

(Note Pt(Vt, 1) :f: 0 holds at least if X is projective and has good re
duction at f by [FM], [Fa] and the Weil conjectures.) To define the f
Tamagawa number 
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we use the groups 

One can show finiteness for 

m<t>(M) ~r 

Ker(H1(Q,M ® Qtflt) -+ H 1(Qt,M ® Qtflt) Ef7 
image(4i) H}(Qt, M ® Zt) ® Qfl 

E9 H1(Qp, M ® Qtflt)) 
ptl 

and we can actually ask if 

We turn now to the proof of (5.14). The finitenes of III{£} and 
Coker( aM ){l} follows from 

Lemma 5.16. Let l be a prime number, U a non-empty open set of 
Spec(Z) not containing l, T a free lt-module of finite mnk with a continuous 
action of Gal(Q/Q), and V = T ®Qt. Assume conditions (a)-{ d) below 
hold: 

(a) Vis unramified on U. 
(b) V is a de Rham representation of Gal(Qt/Qt). 
(c) Pp(V, 1) 1: 0 for any p rt U, p 1: oo. 
(d) Pp(V(-1),1):10foranypEU. 

Let 

(5.16.1) 

Hl(Q,T®Q/l) ED H 1(Qp,T®Q/Z) 
aT: H},spec(z)(Q,T) ® Qjl-+ p:Soo H)(Qp, T) ® Qjl 

fJT: H2(Q,T®Q/Z)- ED H2 (Qp,T®Q/Z). 
p~oo 

(For p = oo, H}(Qp, T) ® Qfl is understood to be 0.) Then ker(aT) is 
finite, fJT is surjectrive, Coker(aT) and Ker(f3T) are of co-finite type {i.e., 
~ (Qtfltt $(finite) for some r < oo), and 

H),spec(z)(Q, V) = dim(V)- dim(DR(V)0)- dim(V+) 

+ corank(Coker(aT )) + corank(Ker(h )). 
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In particular, if H},spec(z)(Q, V) =dim V -dim(DR(V)0)-dim v+ then 
Coker( ar) and ker(.B:r) are finite. 

Remark 5.16.2. The bijectivity of f3r is proven in ((Ja],Th. 3) in a 
general setting. 

Proof of 5.16. Let 

f3r,u is surjective by Tate duality, and localization for etale cohomology 
yields 

Ker( ar,u) ~ Ker( ar) 
0 --;. Coker( ar,u) --;. Coker( ar) --;. Ker(.Br,u) - Ker(f3r) - 0. 

By the definition of H},spec(Z) and the finite generation of H* (U, T), it 
follows that Ker(ar,u), and hence Ker(ar), is finite. Also Coker(ar) and 
Ker(.Br) are of co-finite type, and 

corank( Coker{ ar)) + corank(Ker(.Br)) = corank{ Coker( ar,u)) 

+ corank(Ker(.B:r,u )) = 
2 2 

2::::(-1)' corank H'(U,T ® Q/Z)- I: 2::::{-1)' corank(H'(Qp, T ® Q/Z) 
i=O p~U i=O 

p¢oo 

+ dimH},spec(z)(Q, V)- dimH)(Qt, V). 

We have 

I:< -1)1 corank H1(U, T ® Qfl) = dim(V+)- dim(V) [Tal) 

{ 
- dim(V) 

l:< -1) corank Hi(Qp, T ® Q/Z) = 
0 

if p= l 

(cf (Se]) 
if p # l,p # 00 

dimH)(Qt, V) = dim(D/D0 ) (4.1). 
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These prove the formula in (5.14). 

Proof of the remainder o£(5.14) (ii). Let£ be a given prime number. 
By (3.8), we have 

Let U C Spec(Z) be non-empty open such that M ® Qdlt is unramified 
over U, and consider the diagram 

1 
H 1(U,M®Qt{lt) 

A(Q)®Q/Z 

au,t -
$p~uH 1 (Qp,M®Qdlt) -+H 1(U,M"®lt(l))" -0 

1 

(The top row is exact by Tate duality.) Since Coker(au,t) is finite, we see 
that 

Coker(au,t) ~ H1(U, M* ® Zt(1))* /(div) 

~ Hom(H1(U, M* ® Zt(l))tar, QL/lt) 
~ Hom(H0(U, M* ® Qt/Zl(1)), QL/Zt) 
~ Hom(H0(Q,M* ®Qt/Zl(l)),Qtflt). 

This last expression is independent of U, so 

Coker( au,l) ~ Coker( aM){£}. 

Further, our weight hypothesis implies wt(M*(1)) 2: 1, so 

Coker( aM)~ Hom(H0(Q, M* 0 Q/Z(l)), Q/Z) 

is finite. This proves (5.14)(ii). 

Proof of 5.14(iii). We may assume M' C M and #(M fM') is a power 
of .e. Let A'(Q) and A'(Qp) be groups corresponding to M'. For U a 
sufficiently small open set in Spec(Z), we have by (5.8) 

(5.17) 
Tam(M) _ Tip~u x(A'(Qp)-+ A(Qp)) 
Tam(M') - x(A'(Q) -+ A(Q)) 
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(Here xis as in (4.6).) As in the proof of (5.16), we have 

(5.18) 
n [H 1(QUM'®Qt,Zt) H1 (~,M®Qt/Zt)] X( OM) pf/.U X A'( ,)®Qd t --+ A( ,)®Qdlt 

X( OM•) = 1[H 1 U,M'®Qt lt --+ H 1(U,M®Qt/lt)] 
X A' ® t lt A(Q)®Qdlt 

A theorem of Tate ([Ta3]) gives 

H9(U,M/M') ~ Ef1H9(Qp,M/M') for q ~ 3; 

(5.19) II #H'(U,M/M')(-1)' =II II H'(Q,,M/M')(-1)' 
O~q~2 p~U O~q~2 

Lemma 5.20. (i) For I<= Q or I< = Q,, there is an exact sequence 
,(5.20.1) 

0--+ H0 (I<, M/M')--+ A'(K)--+ A(K)--+ 

H1(I< M/M')--+ H 1(K,M' ® Qfl) --+ H 1(I<, M ® Q/Z) 
' A'( I<)® Qfl A(K) ® Qfl 

--+ H2 (I<, M /M')--+ H2(I<, M' ® Qfl)--+ H2(I<, M ® Qfl). 

(ii) For U as above, there is an exact sequence 

0 __. H 0 (K, M/M') __. A'(Q)--> A(Q)--> 

(5.20.2) 
H2(U M/M') __. H 1(U, M' ® Qtflt) --+ H 1(U, M ® Qtflt) 

' A'(I<) ® Qtflt A(K) ® Qtflt 
- H 2(U, M I M') - H 2{U, M' ® Qtflt) 
--+ H 2(U, M ® Qtflt). 

The proof of the lemma is easy, and we omit it. It is now straightforward 
if somewhat tedious to combine formulas (5.17)-(5.19) with the above exact 
sequences and deduce x(M) = x(M'). This finishes the proof of (5.14). 

We now show that an analogoue of (5.15) for function fields in one vari
able over finite fields is true for the non p part (p = characteristic) with no 
reference to a motif. We do not know how to treat the p-primary part. 

Let C be a smooth proper connected curve over a finite field k of char
acteristic p, with function field /(. Let l :f:. p be a prime number and let 
T be a free Zrmodule of finite rank endowed with a continuous action of 
Gal(Ksep/k). Assume that Tis unramified on some non-empty open set of 
c. 
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For a place v of J(, let Kv be the completion of J( at v, and define 
H}(Kv,T) C H 1(Kv,T) and Pv(T,u) E Qt[u] just as in the number field 
case. For a non-empty open set U of C, define H},u(K, T) C H 1(K, T) 
again as in the number field case, and let 

Z(U, T, u) =IT Pv(T, udeg(v)) E Qt[[u]]. 

Then by Grothendieck, Z(U, T, u) E Qt(u), and we have also 

H),u(I<,T) = H 1(U,j.T); j: U' ~ U, T unramified on U'. 

Proposition 5.21. With notations as above, assume that for some iso
morphism t : Qt ~ C, the sheafT is t-mixed {De3} on some open set of 
c. 
(i) Assume T has t-weights ~ -1. Then for any place v of I<, H} (I<v, T) 

is finite and is asomorphic to H 0(I<v, T ® Q/Z). lfT is unramified at 
v, the order of this group is equal to IPv(T, 1)lt, 

(ii) Assume T has £-weight ~ -2. Then H},c(I<, T) is finite and is iso
morphic to H 0 (I<, T ® Q/Z). 

(iii) Assume T has t-weights ~ -3. Then the kernel and cokernel of a : 
H 1(K,T®Q/Z)-+ E9 H 1(Kv,T®Q/Z) are finite. 

all v 
(iv) Assume T has t-weights ~ -3. If U is a non-empty open set of C 
on which T is unramified, we have 

TI #H0(I<v, T ® Q/Z) ·IZ(U T l)l = #Coker( a) 
#H 0(K, T 0 Q/Z) ' ' t # Ker(a) 

(v) Assume T has £-weights ~ -3. Then Coker(a) is isomorphic to the 
Pontryagin dual of the finite group H 0(I<, T* ® Q/Z(1)). 

Proof. The proof used Deligne's theory of weights. We prove here only 
(iii) and (iv), leaving the rest for the reader. Assume T unramified over U. 
By [Gr], 

(5.22) Z(U, T, u) = det(1 - fu : Rr c(U'f, T ® Q))- 1. 

The eigenvalues of I on H[(Ur, T ® Q) are not 1 by [De3], and hence the 
kernel and cokernel of 1- f on H!(Ur, T ® Q/Z) are finite. This yields 
finiteness for H[(U, T ® Q/Z), and hence by (5.22) 

IZ(U,T, 1)lt = x(1- I: Rrc(Ur,T® Q/Z)) = x(Rrc(U, T® Q/Z)). 
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On the other hand, by Jannsen's theorem [Ja] 

H2(/(, T ® Q/Z) ~ED H2(Kv 1 T ® Q/Z). 
all tJ 

Tate duality yields, therefore 

0-+ H~(U)-+ H 0(I<) -+$vec-u H 0(Kv)-+ n:(U)-+ H 1(K)-+ 
EElaitv H1(Kv)-+ n;(u)-+ 0 

H~(U) = (0) for q;:::: 3, (cohomology with coefficients in T®Q/Z). 

This proves (5.21)(iii) and (iv). 
For a motif of weights $ -1 which is not necessarily of weights $ -3, 

we formulate the conjecture on the special value of £-functions at s = 0 as 
follows. We consider here two cases 

(i) motives of pure weight -1 
(ii) anisotropic motives of pure weight -2, where "anisotropic" means that 

H 0 (Q, v• ® AJ(1)) = (0). 

It is probable that (considered modulo torsion) a motif of weights$ -1 
is a successive extension of motives of types (i) and (ii), together with 

(iii) motives of the form (Artin motif)(1) 
(iv) motives of weights $ -3. 

Motives of type (iii) are treated by the classical Tamagawa number for
mula, and we have already treated motives of type (iv), so it suffices in 
some sense to consider cases (i) and (ii). (Taking such pure pieces makes 
the statement of the conjecture simpler.) In these cases the Tamagawa 
number conjecture again has the form 

Tam(M) = #H0 (Q, M• ® Q/Z)/#lli(M). 

The right hand side is defined as before. To define Tam(M), we assume 
analytic continuation of the £-function and define the Tamagawa measure 
I' on TIA(Qp) by (5.9.1). In case (ii) we assume 

~ ® R ~ Doo/(D~ + V~) 

and hence Tam(M) = p(TIA(Qp)/A(Q)) is defined. In case (i), we define 

Tam(M) = p(rr A(Qp)) · H/#A(Q)tor 

where H is the descriminant of the height pairing 

A(Q) x A•(Q)-+ R ([Be], [B]) 
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Here A*(Q) C H),spec(z)(Q,M* ® Z(l)) is defined to be the inverse image 
of lmage(cti*) C H},spec(Z)(Q, V* ® AJ(l)) with c)* as follows. In the case 
of a motif H 2r-1(X)(r) with X smooth and proper of dimn, 

c)*= (CHn+l-r(X) ® Q)hom ..... O• 

In general, motives of type (i) should be direct summands of such defined 
by correspondence projectors, and one takes for c)* the image of the cycles 
under this correspondence. 

Finally, the reader may be concerned that our groups A(Qp) ar always 
compact for p < oo, while A(R) need not be compact. This break in the 
parallelism between R and Qp arises because in defining A we chose to work 
with c) rather than W. It can be remedied as follows. Consider the groups 
V,D, and W corresponding to Hm(X)(r) with m- 2r ~ -1. Let M C V 
be a lattice with M ® Z galois stable. Define groups B(Qp) ::> A(Qp) by 
taking B(R) = A(R) and B(Qp) = inverse image in Hj(Qp, M ® Z) of 

Im(w-+ Hi(Qp, V ® A1 )/ H}(Qp, V ® A1 )). 

(We assume (5.3).) The topology on A(Qp) is extended to B(Qp) by taking 
B(Qp)/A(Qp) to be discrete. We define B(Q) C A(Q) using W in place of 
cti. 

Assume m- 2r ~ -3. Then B(Qp) = A(Qp) for almost all p. Define 

Tam(M)"' = Jl(IT B(Qp)/B(Q)) 

III(M)"' = Ker(Hl(Q,M®Q/Z)-+ ffi Hl(Qp,M®Q/Z)) 
B(Q) ® Q/Z p~oo B(Qp) ® QJZ 

Then conjecture (5.15) is equivalent to 

rn (M)"' = #H0(Q, M* ® Q/Z(l)) 
~am #III(M)"' . 

6. The Riemann zeta function 

Theorem 6.1. Let r ~ 2 be given. 
(i) If r is even, the Tamagawa number conjecture is true modulo a power of 

2 for the motifQ(r). 
(ii) Let r be odd. Then the Tamagawa number conjecture is true modulo a 

power of 2 for the motif Q(r) if the conjecture (6.2) below is true in the 
case a= 1. 

The unfortunate power of 2 ambiguity in the theory is due to technical 
problems the Fontaine-Messing theory has at primes dividing 2. 
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The compatibility conjecture necessary to to prove the theorem for odd 
twists of Q concerns cyclotomic elements 

Cr(a) E gr~(K2r-I(Q(a)) ® Q) 

defined by Beilinson (Bel]. Here a is a root of 1, and cr(a) is charac
terized by the property that for any t : Q( a) --+ C, the image of c,. (a) in 
CfQ(211"iY under the regulator map associated to t is equal to the class of 
-(r- 1)! L::1 t(a)" fnr. 

Deligne and Soule defined cyclotomic elements in H 1(Q, Z(r)). For an 
n-th root of 1, there exists an element 

Cr,n(a) E H 1(Q(a),Z(r)) 

which is characterized moodulo torsion elements by the following property. 
For any m ~ 1 and any field F over Q(a) containing all m-th roots of a, 
the image of Cr,n(a) in H1(F, Z/mZ(r)) ~ (Fx /Fxm) ® Zfml(r- 1) is 
equal to L {1- (} ® (("]®(r-1) • 

' where if a ':f 1 (resp. a = 1) ( ranges over all m-th roots of a (resp. all 
m-th roots of a except 1). (cf. (De4] [Ih] (So2] [So5].) 

Conjecture 6.2. The images of c,.(a) and n1-rcr,n(a) coincide up to 
sign in H 1(Q(a),A,(r)). 

This conjecture is proved in Soule [So5J in the case r = 2. 
In [De4], Deligne constructed an extension of motives in his sense 

0--+ Q(r)--+ E--+ Q-+ 0 

whose class has the same image as c,.(1) in C/Q(211'iY and the same image 
as Cr,t(1) in H 1(Q, Z(r)). However, the authors do not know if Deligne's 
extension corresponds to an element of grHK2r-t(Q(a)) 0 Q). 

The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of (6.1). We do not assume 
(6.2) until the end. 

Lemma 6.3. Assume r > 2. 
(') T (Z( )) #H0(Q,Q,Z~l-r)) 2 1 am r = ± #Hd(Q, 7 {r)) · w=rJ· 
( .. ) I'f . dd T (Z( )) ± #Ho(Q,QtZ(l-r)) 
n r as o , am r = x(A(Q): ·c.(t)f · 

Here Z · c,.(1) C A(Q) ® Q is the free abelian group generated by c,.(l), 
and by definition 

x(A(Q): Z · c,.(1)) = [A(Q): L)/[Z · c,.(1): L] 
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for any free subgroup L of A(Q) of finite index whose image in A(Q) ® Q 
is contained in l · cr(1). 

Proof. Take the canonical base 1 E Q = H~R(Spec{Q)), and let J.lp be 
the corresponding measure on A(Q1 ) for p $ oo. Then, if p =I oo, the table 
(3.9) gives A(Q,) = H1(Q,,Z(r)) and by (4.2) we have 

p1 (A(Q,)) = l(r- 1)!11 (1- p-r)#H0(Q,, Q,/Z,(1- r)) 

= l(r- 1)!11 (1- p-r)#H0(Q, Q,/Z1 (1- r)). 

Hence 

IT (A(Q )) = #H0(Q, Q/Z(1- r)) 
J.lp P (r-1)!·((r) 

p<oo 

Ifr is even, A(R) = R/(27rYZ with the Lebesgue measure p 00 , and we have 

(6.4) 

Tam(Z(r)) = (#A(Q)t 1 IT J.lp(A(Q,)) 

1 r #H0 (Q, Q/Z(1- r)) 
= #HO(Q, Q/Z(r)) · (21r) · (r- 1)!((r) 

#H0(Q, Q/Z(1- r)) 2 
= ± #HO(Q, Q/Z(r)) . ((1- r). 

If r is odd, A(R) = A(C)+ = (C/(27riYZ)+ ~ R E9 Z/2Z, A(Q) '--+ A(R) 
and the calculation reads 

Tam(Z(r)) = Jl( IT A(Q,)/A(Q)) 
p~oo 

= p 00 (A(R)/A(Q))#H0(Q,Q/Z(1- r))((r- 1)!((r))-1 

= #H0(Q, Q/Z(1- r))x(A(Q) : Z · cr(l))- 1 . 

Note that here we did not use conjecture (6.2). This proves the lemma. 

To finish the proof of Theorem 6.1, we must show 

(6.5} ((1- r} = 2 ·#(III}· #H0(Q, Q/Z(r))-1 for r even 
(6.6} #(III) = x(A(Q) : z. Cr(1)) for r odd. 

Lemma 6.1 If p ::/; 2, the p-primary part of III is isomorphic to 
H2(Z[1/p), Z,(r)). Jfr is even, it is also isomorphic to H1(Z[1/p], Q1fl1 (r)). 
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Proof. Consider the commutative diagram of exact sequences: 

where 

We have 

The map on the right is zero, as follows from the Tate duality sequence 

This proves Lemma (6.7) 

The proof of (6.5) now follows from the result of Mazur-Wiles [MW) 

(r ~ 2 even). 

We consider (6.6). Let 

G = Gal(Qp((poo )/Qp = Gal(Q((poo )/Q); 

P = Gal(Qp((poo )ob jQp((poo )); X = 11'1 (Spec(Z[l/p)[(P00
])0 b; 

C =the Z[[G]]- submodule of P generated by (1- (p" )n E ~ Qp((p" )x c P. 

We have a canonical G-homomorphism P/C-+ X. Consider the following 
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commutative diagram of exact sequences 

0 

1 
H 2(Z(l/p], Zp(r))* 

1 

H 1(Qp, Qp/Zp(l- r)) 

1 
H 1(Z(l/p], Zp(r))* 

1 

0 

b -
c -

0 

1 

H 0(G,P*(l- r)) 

1 
H 0(G, C*(l- r)) 

1 

0 

Here * denotes HOlllcont( , Qp/Zp), so P* = H 1(Qp((poo ), Qp/Zp)· The 
map a factors as a= a1 o a2: 

with a2 bijective. (Note X* = H 1(Z[l/p][(poo],Qp/Zp).) Moreover, the 
map b is bijective, and c is the surjection induced by 

limZ[l/p][(p"]x---+ limH1(Z[l/p][(p"],Zp(r))(l- r) - -
~ H 1(Z[l/p]((p .. ],Zp(r))(I- r). 

Finally, d factors as 

with d2 bijective 
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By Mazur-Wiles [MW], the kernel and cokernel of 

(where ( )+ denotes the Gal(C/R)-invariants and (p) the pro-p-part) have 
the same images in the Grothendieck group of 

{finitely generated torsion Zp([G))-modules} j {finite Zp[[G)]-modules}. 

This shows 

# Coker(a1) · # Ker(at)-1 = # Coker(d1) · # Ker(dt)-1. 

Consequently we have 

(6.8) #H2(Z[l/p), Zp(r)) = # Ker(c). 

On the other hand, by the definition of c, we see that 

(6.9) #Ker(c) = (H1(Z[l/p),Zp(r)): Zp ·cr,1(1)]. 

If we assume the case a= 1 of (6.2), we have 

x(A(Q),l. Cr(1)) = IlfH1(Z[1/p],Zp(r)): Zp. Cr,1(1)], 

and hence (6.8)and (6.9) prove (6.6). This completes the argument. 

1. Complex multiplication 

In this section, for an elliptic curve over Q with complex multiplica
tion, we reduce the £-primary part of our Tamagawa number conjecture for 
H 1(E}(2) (i.e., for L(H1(E),2), where E is such an elliptic curve) to the 

question dimgr2(K2(E) ® Q) :b 1 and to a certain problem on the Galois 
cohomology of the twist of the Tate module TtE(l), for good primes l (cf. 
(7.3)). The latter problem is solve in the case lis regular forE (cf. (7.4)). 

7.1. In this section, we review the "cyclotomic elements" in K2 of 
elliptic curves ( cf. [B14] (DW]). Generally let k be a field and E an 
elliptic curve over k. For non-zero integers a, n such that (a, n) = 1 and 
such tht all points in 4 E U nE are k-rational (here ,E = Ker(b : E--+ E) 
for bE Z), and for {3 E nE- {0}, we define 

c~(/3) E f(Ezar, K2)/ K2(k) 
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as follows. Take functions g,s,t.., ('Y E aE- {0}) onE such that div(g) = 
a2(0)- aE, div(s) = N({J- n(O), div(t..,) = a('Y)- a(O). Then, 

c:(.B) ~ a{g(p)-1g, s}- L {s('Y), t..,} E K2(k(E))j K2(k). 
tJ"f=O 
'T¢0 

It is easily checked that c: (.8) belongs to the kernel of the tame symbol 
map 

K2(k(E))/K2(k)- $ k(z)x, 
:r:EE 

cloaed 

which is f(Ezar,I<2)/K2(k), and that c:(fJ) is independent of the choices 
of g,s,t..,. Note 

(7.1.2) 

is independent of the chocie of n -:/; 0 such that n,B = 0 
In the rest of this section and §§(7-2)-(7.4), let E be an elliptic curve over 

Q with complex multiplication by the ring of integers OK of a quadratic 
imaginary field K. Since we will be interested in the motif H 1(E)(2), we 
denote by D and V the corresponding Q-vector spaces H1R(E/Q) and 
H 1(E(C}, Q(2'11'i)2), respectively, and we identify Vt with TtE(l) ® Q. Fix 
K ..£.. C, let 1/J be the Heeke character of K of Ao-type of type (1, 0) 
associated toE, and let f be the conductor of 1/J. We fix a generator 6 of 
/-1 Ht(E(C), Z) for the OK-module structure by complex multiplication. 
By the identification 

1 E(C) = j-1H1(E(C),Z)/H1(E(C),Z), 

6 mod H1(E(C),Z) is a generator of E(C) as an OK/f-module. Take 
v E OK- {0} such that v6 E H1(E(C),Z)+ and for a non-zero integer a 
which is prime to f, let 

(7.1.3) c:(E) = NvNK(J)/K(ca(6)) 

E (f((E ® K)zar, /(2) ® Q)Gal(K/Q) 

= f(Ezar• K2) ® Q = gr2(K2(E) ® Q) 

where K(f) denotes the ray class field of modulus f over K, we regard ca(6) 
as an element of f({E ® K(f))~ar 1 K2) ® Q (it is seen easily that c:(6) is 
invariant under GaJ(Q/ K{f)); note that K2 of an algebraic number field 
is a torsion group) N K(J)/ K is the norm map 
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and Nv is the norm map 

associated to the finite flat morphism v : E- E (complex multiplication). 
Using the fact that multiplication by m =/= 0 on E induces multiplication 
by m on r(E,K2)/K2(k) we can show that 

(7.1.4) 

is independent of a and c~v(E) = nc~(E) for n E Z - {0}. Note that 
.,P(a) =±a. It is conjectured that dimQ(gr2(K2(E) ® Q)) = 1. 

It is known ([B14) [DW]) that 

the regulator map gr2(K2(E) ® Q)- Doo/V:, sends cv(E) to 

(7.1.5) ±2-1(lim s-1 L(H 1(E), s)) · v6 
1-+0 

where the L-function L(H1(E), s) includes the Euler factors at all blid 
places, and we regard v6 as an element of H 1(E(C),l · 211'i)+ C Doo via 
the Poincare duality H1(E(C),Z) ~ H 1(E(C), Z 211'i) which preserves the 
action of Gal(Z/R). 

In (7.2)and (7.5) below, we relate the above cyclotomic elements to the 
following cyclotomic elements in H 1(Q, 7lE(l)) considered by Soule [So6] 
(Soule treats H 1 ( Q, 7l E( r)) for all f ;;:: 1). This implies that an analogue 
of the conjecture (6.2) for I< 2 of elliptic curves is true. 

In the rest of this section, we fix a prime l ::f; 2, 3 such that E has a good 
reduction at l. Let the fixed generator 6 of /- 1 H1(E(C), Z) and v, a be 
as above, and let 

e~(E) ~r (NK,fK( {g(ri6)g(·n)- 1 } ® [v-y;]})i~l 
E (li!UH1(K,t•E(1))0 al(K/Q) = H1(Q, 7iE(l)) 

I 

where g is a function on E such that div(g) = a2(0)- aE, 'Yi is the image 
of f_-i[J in t•E under l'JE(C) = t•E(C) $ ,E(C), K; is the ray class field 
of modulus f f over K, and N K,/ K is the norm map 

It is easily see that 

(7.1.6) 
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is independent of a, and e11 (E) E H 1(Q,1}E(l)) in H 1(Q, Vi) (the last fact 
is seen by choosing suitable a). Note the groups 

(j : Spec(Q)-+ Spec(Z[l/f])) coincide, and have no torsion. 
In the following (7.1)-(7.4), let E,l,6,a,v be as above. 

Proposition 7.2. The regulator map sends c11 (E) to ~ee11 (E) where JC is 
the value at s = 0 of the Euler factor at l of the L-function L(H1 (E), s ). 

Proposition 7.3. Let c) be the one-dimensronal Q-vector subspace of 
gr2(K2(E)®Q) generated by c11 (E) with v as above (so c) is independent of 
the choice ofv ). Then the l-Tamagawa number of M = H 1(E(C), Z(27ri)2 ) 

with respect to c) (cf (5.15.2}} is defined if ev(E) generates H 1(Q, vt). If 
this is the case, H 2(Z[l/f],j.E(l)) is finite and the l-Tamagawa number 
conjecture (5.15.3} is equivalent to 

(7.3.1) 

for v przme to l. 

Remark 7.3.2. Kolyvagin and Rubin have recently proved the lwasawa 
main conjecture ([dS] III §1). Using this and an argument similar to (6.6), 
we can prove (7.3.1) in the easel splits in I< and e11 (E) generates H 1 (Q, Vl). 

By using the method of Soule in [So6], we can show 

Proposition 7.4. If l. is "regular" forE ({So6], 3.3.1}, H 1(Q, Vi) is 
generated by e.,(E) and the l-Tamagawa number conjecture as true. 

Now we prove (7.2)-(7.4). We deduce (7.2) from 

Proposition 7.5. Let k be a field, E an elliptic curve over k, a and 
n non-zero integers, and l a prime number. Assume (a,n) = 1, l f a, 
l =f. char(k), and all points in tooE U aE U n,E are k-rational. Then, for 
f3 E En- {0}, the image of c~(f3) in H 1(k,Et.(l)) ~ P /(P)l' ® Et• is 
equal to 

- L a{g({)} ® [n'Y] + L a{g(1)} ® [n'Y]· 
l'1'=0 
'")';.!0 

where g is a function onE such that div(g) = aE- a2(0). 
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In the situation of (7.2), let k be the minimal extension of Q for which 
all points of t-E U 0 E U N(J)'~E are k-rational. Then, 

is injective. By comparing the image of e:(E) in H 1(k,7lE(l)) and that 
of c:(E) described by (7.5), we obtain (7.2) (assuming (7.5)). 

For the proof of (7.5), we need the following two lemmas. Let the as
sumptions and notations be as in (7.5). 

Lemma 7.6. For any integer b which is prime to a, Nb(g)g- 1 is a 
constant where Nb is the norm map associated to the finite flat morphism b : 
E-+ E. If we denote this constant by Ab, we have c!(,8)-+ -a{Ang(,8)} ® 
[,8] in H 1(k,nE(l)). 

Lemma 7.7. Let m = t' for some i ~ 1. Then, the image of c!(,8) in 
H1(k,TtE(l)) is equal to that of 

L c:!tn("Y)- n L c:!t("Y)· 
m~=P m~=O 

~;to 

vskip lpc 
We prove (7.5) assuming (7.6), (7.7). Let m =e. If m1 = {3, the image 

of c~n("Y) in H 1(k,mnE(l)) is equal to -a{..\mn9(1')} ® [1'] by (7.6) (which 
we apply by replacing n by mn) and hence its image in H 1(k,mE(l)) is 
equal to -a{..\mn9(1')} ® [n")']. On the other hand, if m")' = 0 and 1' ::f: 0, 
the image of c~("Y) in H 1(k,mE(l)) is equal to -a{..\mg(..\)} ® [1'] by (7.6) 
(with n replaced by m). Hence by (7.7) and by using Amn = ..\m..\~2 , we 
see that the image of c!("Y) in H 1(k,mE(1)) is equal to (7.5.1). 

Proof of (7.6). We prove first a weaker version of (7.6): 
(7.8) let U = E- (aE U nE). Then, c!(,8) and -{Ang(,8)} ® ,8 have the . . 
same Image m 

H1(k, H 1(U,Z/nZ(2)) C H2(U, Z/nZ(2))/ Image(H2(k, Z/nZ(2))). 

Proof. Lets be a function onE such that div(s) = n(,8)- n(O). Then 

div(s o [n]) = n( L (1')- L (1')), 
n~=P n~=O 
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where [n] denotes the multiplication n : E -+ E. Since L:nz=.tl'Y) -
L:n-r=o("Y) is a principal divisor, by replacing s by cs for some c E P 
if necessary, we have 

so [n] = (s')" for somes' E O(U')x 

where U' = [n]-1(U). By Nn(U) = Ang, we have in H 2(U,Z/nZ(2)), 

f>.ng, s} = {Nn(g), s} = Nn{g, so [n]} = nNn{g, s'} = 0 

where the last two Nn are the norm map H2(U', Z/nZ)-+ H2(U, Z/nZ(2)). 
Furtherfore s("Y) E (P)" for any "Y E aE- {0} by s("Y) =(so [n])(n- 1')'). 

These prove 

c~(,B)-+ -a{>.ng(,B), s} in H2(U, lfnl(2)). 

Since [.8] -+ s under 

nE ~ H1(E, Z/nZ(l))/(H1(k, Z/nZ(l))-+ 

H1(U, Z/nZ(l))/ H1(k, Z/nZ(l)) ~ O(U)x /(kx · O(U)x"), 

this proves (7.8). 

For the proof of (7.6), it remains to show thast 

is injective. Twisting by ( -1) (note k contains all n-th roots of 1) and 
taking the Galois cohomology of the exact sequence 

0-+ H 1(E, Z/nZ(l))-+ H 1(U,l/nl(l))-+ (fJJzeE-ul/nl) 0 -+ 0, 

where ( )0 denotes the kernel of the summation (J)ljnl -+ lfnl, we are 
reduced to proving the surjectivity of 

Let z E E- U. Since all points in n,E are k-rational by the assumption, 
we have z = ny for some y E E(k). Hence 

(z)- (0) = n((y)- (0)) + div(h) 
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for some hE k(E)x. Then h defines an element of 

H0(k,H 1(U,Zjnl(1)) = Ker(H0(k,k(E)x jk(E)x")- E9 Z/nZ) 

whose image in (EBz:eE-U Z/nZ)0 equals (z)- (0). 

z:eU 
closed 

Proof of (7.7). Since H1(k,1}E(1)) is torsion free and Nm acts on 
H1(k,TtE(1)) as the multiplication by m, it is enough to prove 

(7.9) Nm ( L c~n(i)- n L c~(i)) = mc~(,B) 
m~=P m~=O 

-y;tO 

The proof of (7.9) is a straightforward computation on symbols and is 
omitted. 

Proposition (7.3) follows from (7.2), (7.1.4) and the following lemma. 

Lemma 7.10. Let X be a smooth projectwe scheme over Q having 
potentially good reductions at all finite places of Q. Consider the motif 
nm(X)(r) with m, r E Z such that r > sup(m, 1), and let V and D be the 
associated Q-vector spaces. Fix a pnme number f. such that X has good 
reduction at t and such that t > r + 1. Assume that Pp(Hm(X, Qt), T) E 
Q[T] for all p < oo and L(Hm(X),s) = Tip<oo Pp(Hm(X,Qt),p-•)- 1 has 
a meromorphic analytic continuation to the whole s-plane satisfying the 
conjectural functional equation. Assume further that we find a Q-vector 
subspace <I> in the image of 

gr;(K2r-m-1(X) ® Q) 

such that 

<I>® R-;-+ Dn/VJ, <I>® Qt-;-+ H},spec(Z)(Q, Vt). 

Let S be a finite set of places of Q containing oo, l and all finite places at 
which X has bad reduction, and let U = Spec(l)- S. Then for any l-lattzce 
M in V such that M ® Z is Gal(Q/Q)-stable, H 2(U, M ® Zt) zs finzte and 
we have an equation in RX /Z~ 

Tam<l))(M)#III(t)(M)(#H0(Q, M• ® Qt/Zt(1))- 1 

= lim (Ls(Hm(X),s)- 1(s- m- 1 + r)") 3-+m+1-r 
· vol((D00 /V~)/Image(A(t)(Q)))#(A(t)(Q)tor)- 1#H2(U,M ® lt) 
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where n is the order of Ls(Hm(X), s) at s = m+ 1- r and other notations 
are as in {5.15.2). 

Proof. Let Lp(s) be the local Euler factor of L(Hm(X),s) for p < oo 
and let L 00 (s) be the gamma factor. We may assume that there exists a Z
lattice LinD such that the Hodge filtration and the frobenius of Dt induce 
on L ® Zt a structure of a strongly divisible lattice and the Gal(QdQt)-

module M ® Zt corresponds to L ® Zt. Take w : detQ(D) ~ Q which ... 
induces detz ( L) -=-+ Z. By the functional equation 

Ls(Hm(X), r) II Lp(r) = •-~~l-r Ls(Hm(X), s) II Lp(s) 
pES pES 

in Rz /Z(t)• (7.10) is reduced to 

Lemma 7.11. We have W /Z(t): 
(1) For p < oo, 

Lp(r)- 1 Lp(m+l-r) = Pp,..,(A<t>(Qp))#(H1(Qp, M®Qdlt)/(A<t>(Qp)®Qt/lt))- 1 

(2) On the other hand we have 

L00 (r)- 1 lim L00(s)(s- m- 1 + rt 
•-m+l-r 

= JJ00,..,(A(R)/A(t)(Q)) vol{(D00 /V:,)/ lmage(A(l)(Q)))- 1 #(A(l}(Qhor)· 

Proof. The casep = lof(l) follows from (4.1) and the duality (3.8). The 
case p -:f:. l of (1) is an easy exercise and left to the reader. Finally (2) is a 
problem of the ratio of two volumes on D00 /V;},; one is the measure in (7.10) 
and the other is induced via the isomorphism A(R)/A(R)ept ~ D00 /V;}, by 
J.loo,w on A(R) and by the Haar measure on A(R)ept with the total volume 
one. We are reduced to 

7.12. With the assumption and notations as above, the composite 

w 
det1 (M) ®z C ~ detQ(D) ®Q C-+ C 

sends detz(M) ®z Z(t) onto Z(t)(27ri)(r-tm)dim(V). 

Proof. By Poincare duality and by the hard Lefschetz, we have an 
isomorphism of motives (with Q-coefficients) 

... 
det(Hm(X)(r)) ® det(Hm(X)((r))-=-+ Q((2r- m) dim(V)). 
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The de Rham, the l-adic and the Hodge realization of this isomorphism 
satisfy in Rz /Z(t) 

x(det(L) ® det(L)----+ Z) 
l l 

= x(det(M ® Zt) ® det(M ® Zt)----+ Zt((2r- m) dim(V))) 
lt lt 

= x(det(M) ® det(M)----+ Z(21ri)(2r-m)dim(V)) 
l l 

in Rz /Z(t). Hence the commutative diagram 

(detz(L) ®z C) ®c (detz(L) ®z C) l®zC 

1 1 ... 
(detz(M) ®z C) ®c (detz(M) ®z C) --=-.... Z(27ri)<2r-m)dim(V) ®z C 

shows that the left vertical arrow sends det(M) ® det(M) ® Z(t) onto 
detz(L) ® detz(L) ® Z(t)(27ri)<2r-m)dlm(V). This proves (7.12) 

7.13. Here we review the theory of Hurwitz numbers from the point of 
view of Fontaine-Messing theory. This will be used for the proof of (7.4). 

For a non-zero integer n, let Oa be the function onE characterized by the 
properties div(Oa) = 12((a2(0)- 4 2E) and Nb(Oa) = Oa for any non-zero 
element bE OK which is prime to a (cf. [dS], II 2.3). Assume l splits in 
I<, let tOK = mm with m a maximal ideal of OK, and putT= 'lf>(m) (so 
Tis a generator of m). LetT be the component of TtE on which OK acts 
via Ox -+OK . Tis a free Zrmodule of rank one. For r E Z, we define 
e,.,E E H 1(K, T®'") as 

where;' denotes the m•E-component of the image of t-ic in l•JE(C) and 
I<f denotes the ray class field of modulus mi f over I<. Then, e,.,E is in
dependent of the choice of a. On the other hand, let L be the filtered 
Dieudonne module correspond~g to the Gal( I< m/ Km)- module T in the 

sense of Fontaine-Laffaille. Then L 0 = 0 , L- 1 = L and L ® Q ~ 
H}>R(E/Q)/ Fil1 Hbn(E/Q) ® I<m. For r ~ 2, let 

be the boundary map obtained from ( 1.13) ®T®'" ( -r) and from the iso
morphism L®r ::! H 0(I< m, Btr1• ® T®'"( -r)). Then, if r < p- 1, fY gives 
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an isomorphism without ®Q. The l-adic theory of Hurwitz numbers (cf. 
[dS] 11§4) is interpreted as: 

(7.13.1) Let r ~ 3. Then, if w is a differential H1n(E/Q)f Fil1 ~ Q 
and (w, 6) denotes the integration of w on 6, (w, 6)-r L(t/1-r, 0) belongs to 
K and the cup product with C-r,E 

coincides with 

In fact, this theory is described usually by using the Coates-Wiles ho
momorphisms applied to the norm compatible system ( 0 a ( r-i c5) ); via an 
isomorphism of formal groups E ~ Gm over Km,nr (cf. [dS], II §4), but the 
relation between the Coates-Wiles homomorphism and Fontaine-Messing 
theory proved in §2 enables us to rewrite the theory as above. 

As a relation with cyclotomic elements in (7.1), the formula 

(7.13.2) e11 (E) = (1- r)ve1,E in H1(K, T(1)) 

is proved easily. By (7.2), if e11 (E) E H1(Z[1/l], TtE(1)) denotes the image 
of c11 (E), we have 

(7.13.3) ve1,E = (1- r)f'u(E) in H1(K, T(1)). 

(Note ~~:- 1 = (1- r)(1- 'f) with 11: as in (7.2).) 
(7.14). Now we prove (7.4). In [So6], Soule proved that e11 (E) generates 

H 1(Q, Vt) and H 2(Z[l/l), j. Vt) = 0 in the case f is regular for E. The 
following argument is inspired by [So6]. If lis regular for E, the following 
conditions are satisfied ([Y]). 

(i) l splits in K. 
(ii) (w,6) 2-LL(¢2-t,o) is an £-unit if the differential w is a generator of 

f(~,O;y;z<t>) for the proper smooth model~ of E over Z(t)· 

(iii) Write lOK = mm as in (7.13). Then, ifF denotes the field K(mE), 
Pic(Op)flPic(Op) has no nontrivial element on which the action of 
Gal(F/ K) is the same as that on mE(1). 
Under the conditions (i)-(iii) we prove 

in Qx /Z~). Here and in the following, v is taken to be prime to f. 
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By (ii) and (7.13.1), e2-t,E generates H1(Km, T0(2-l)(1)). By using 
(T/£)®(2-t) ~ Tj£, we see that e1,E generates H1(Km, T(1)). Hence by 
(7.13.3), ev(E) generates H 1(Z[1/i),j.TtE(1)) and we obtain 

#(H1(Z[lji),j.T'tE(l))/Ztev(E)) = K-l 

in QX jl~)" 
Next we prove #H2(Z[l/f],j.TiE(1)) = K- 1 in Qx /Z~)" It is seen easily 

that #H 2(Qt, 7lE(l)) = ~~:- 1 in Qx /Z~) and hence it suffices to prove that 
the canonical map H 2(Z[l/£),j.1}E(l))-+ H2(Qt,TtE(1)) is bijective. By 
Tate duality, the kernel (resp. cokernel) of this map is isomorphic to the 
Pontrjagin dual of 

where H = H 1(E ® Q, Qtflt)· The injectivity of i is proved by using the 
conditions (iii) and the fact H0 (Q, H) = 0 is seen easily. 

Remark 7.15. (7.3) suggests that an lwasawa main conjecture should 
exist even in the case f does not split in K. 
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